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PREFACE
The chief concern of the doctor in the study of disease is the search for an effective method of treatment.
The most exact academic knowledge of a disease entity
will give us little satisfaction if we are unable to prescribe a remedy which will ameliorate our patient's symptoms and finally cure him.
In order that we may discover an effective treatment
for any disease, it is highly desirable that we know the
cause and mechanism of the condition.

When the cause is

once revealed, we at least can intelligently direct our
efforts at discovering a method of therapy, if we cannot
at once lay hands on an effective remedy.

But until the

etiology is understood, our efforts cannot advance beyond
the stage of empiricism.
It is my intention, therefore, to undertake in this
paper a study of the nature of shock, and to see to what
extent the causes of this phenomenon, which long defied
detection, have been clarified up to the present time.
R. H. F.
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SECTION I
DEFINITIONS OF SHOCK
The approach to the study of a given pathological
problem is greatly fscilitated by an understanding of its
characteristic features and of the forms in which it
appears, so that we may recognize the subject of our
inquiry and know when we are dealing with it.

Those who

pioneer in a given subject--who work, so to speak, in
virgin soil--are denied these advantages; they are the
men who must sift out the pertinent facts and clarify
the problem to the point where it can be clearly defined.
Because the passion for a clear understanding is a
continuous spur to the scientific mind, many an early
worker sought to express in a definition the results of
his investigations in the field of shock.

Those who fol-

lowed formulated new definitions, based upon their own
contributions and upon the work of their predecessors.
'fhus we have a long series of definitions of shock, ever
changing, each representing the current knowledge of the
subject at the time it was proposed.

A consideration of

a few of these is of interest, as it will introduce the
reader to the essential features of shock and will serve
to show the evolution which our conceptions of shock have
undergone since its study was begun.
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The ideas of the nature of shock which were popular
among the early investigators of the subject were baaed
upon observations of the effect of severe injuries, and
were rather vague.

We find references to "loss of ner-

vous fluid", "a species of functional concussion", and
"shock to the nervous system 11 --the last representing the
original implication of the term

11

shock 11 , and the one

wbich is retained by the laity to the present day.

This

usage persisted even in medicine into the latter half of
the nineteenth century; Fischer stated in 1870 that
"Shock is produced simply by the concussion of the part,
independent of pain or loss of blood" (83,c).
The pathological changes of shock defied detection
until after the War: as late as 1914 Mann wrote that "No
lesions of any organ or organs the presence of which will
account for all the phenomena of shock have ever been conclusively demonstrated" (43).

Even the physiological fea-

tures were but imperfectly understood, and most of the
older clinicians, while recognizing the fact that a diminished volume of circulating blood is the cardinal characteristic of shock, attributed this decrease to various
forms of vasomotor inactivity (28).

Hence the earliest

definitions which can still be considered Pcceptable are
those based on the clinical picture of shock; Mann, Meltzer, Porter and others emphasized this fact before the
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War (43).

Cannon, after quoting accounts of typical

cases, says that "From the symptoms appearing in such
cases as these, therefore, we may say that slD ck is a
general bodily state which occurs after severe injury
and which is characterized by •••• " and goes on to enumerate the chief clinical features of shock, as described
in Section II of this paper (11).
During the War, of course, attention was focused
iargely upon the shock whick resulted from extensive
wounds.

As a result of the knowledge thus gained, the

post-war years brought recognition of the fact that shock
was a condition common to grave bodily insults of many
kinds, seen not only after wounds but also following
severe hemorrhage, burns, abdominal emergencies, acute
infections, and in moribund states from various causes.
Evidence of this widened viewpoint is seen in the definition of Cope, in 1928: nThe term shock signifies a condition following the application of harmful stimuli (traumatic or toxic) or the depletion of the body fluids, in
which t:bere is clinically demonstrable depression of the
vital processes of the body, particularly the circulation
and metabolism" ( 81, b).
It was soon established beyond a doubt, however, that
certain physiological changes which during the War were
proved to be characteristic of wound shock were also
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constant factors in shock originating from the other
causes which I have just described.

Here we have a group

of physiological features which are now universally
accepted, and which Moon says "may be formulated into a
useful definition of the condition: 'Shock is a circulatory deficiency, neither cardiac nor vasomotor in origin,
characterized by decreased blood volume, decreased cardiac output (reduced volume flow) and by increased concentration of the blood'"(48).
Before concluding this section, I should say that two
types of sbock have long been recognized: namely, primary
or immediate

sr~ck

and secondary or delayed shock.

The

primary form may be transient and apparently identical to
fainting or syncope; or it may be severe and prolonged.
In the latter case, the problem is the same as that of
established secondary shock.

The type of shock which is

of chief significance, from the standpoint both of its
much greater frequency and of the number of fatalities it
causes, is secondary or delayed shock; it is this type
which will be considered in the following sections except
where specific reference is made to the primary form.
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SECTION II
THE CLINICAL PICTURE OF SROCK
In order to give the reader a vivid first impression
of the clinical picture of established shock, I cannot do
better than to repeat a case description v1hich was given
by Fischer, one of the pioneers in the study of shock,
in 1870:
The patient, a strong and perfectly healthy young
man, was struck in the abdomen by the pole of a carriage
drawn by runaway horsee. The grave symptoms and the
alarming look which he still presents made their appearance immediately after the accident. He lies perfectly
quiet and pays no attention whatever to events about him.
'I'he pupils are dilated and react slowly to light. He
stares purposelessly and apathetically straight before
him. Eis skin and such parts of the mucous membranes as
are visible are as pale as marble, and his hands and lips
have a bluish tinge. Large drops of sweat hang on his
forehead and eyebrows, his whole body feels cold to the
hand, and a thermometer indicates a degree arid a half
below the normal in the axilla. Sensibility is much
blunted over the whole body, and only when a very painful
impression is made on the patient does he fretfully pull
a wry face and make a languid defensive movement. If tr..e
limbs are lifted and then let go, they immediately fall
as if dead. The pulse is almost imperceptible and very
rapid. The arteries are small and the tension very low.
The patient is conscious, but replies slowly and only
'rhen repeatedly and importunely questioned. On being thus
questioned, he complains of cold, faintness, and deadness
of the extremities. His respiration is characterized by
long, deep, sighing inspirations, alternating with very
superficial ones. While being brought to the hospital
he vomitied several times (83,a).
This remarkable account includes nearly all of the
clinical festures of shock which

WE'

recognize today.

They

are, without exception, the result of such a marked impair-
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ment of the circulation that the tissues and orgnns of
the body suffer from lack of blood: for, as we have already
seen, a decrease in the quantity of circul8ting blood is a
constant characteristic of shock.
The weak and rapid pulse, the low blood pressure, the
pallor and cyanosis, and the cold extremities are the
direct result of an insufficiency of blood supply to the
peripheral parts.

The rapid heart rate represents an

attempt to compensate for the lowered volume of blood.
The other features described are the manifestations of a
lowered metabolism incident to deficient oxygen supply.
Profuse perspiration is a characteristic of severe
shock.

'rhis factor adds to the diminution of the body

fluids, and creates an insatiable thirst wtich represents
the demand of the body for their replacement.

Fowever,

the vomiting which almost invariably follows the administration of water by mouth prevents its assimilation.
'l'hese f Patures, and the low blood volume even when there
bas been no hemorrhage, indicate that the metabolism of
fluids is

gr~atly

altered in shock.

The mental state of the shocked patient appears to
vary somewhat in different cases, but there is general
agreement that consciousness is seldom entirely lost.

The

patient may quickly lapse into an apathetic state, indifferent to his surroundings and slow to respond to ques-
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tions (28,11).

Or he may be

e~tremely

alert, and reply

sensibly, if slovvly, to any questions asked him (28,37).
Keith found that most of the cases he observed showed
marked restlessness, often being difficult to control
( 37).

'rhe insensibility to pain stimuli and to the pain

of their wounds is very common in sl:ocked patients.
This, then, is the picture of established shock;
and it is the

~JUne

whether the shock is the severe type

of primary shock or the more comm.on secondary form.

How-

ever, as Stanbro points out, it is not the picture we
should look for but the one we should attempt to prevent
or abort.

'iv'hen the shock has become well established, he

says, treatment is of no avail, and no known agent will
bring the blood flow back to normal (67).

Concerning

this statement there is almost universal accord; McNee
and his co-workers, for example, concluded that rrcases
exhibiting the severer degrees of shock die in spite of
all the methods of treatment at our disposal 11 (46).
It is evident, then, that we must look for shock in
its incipiency if we are to give the patient any benefit
from our treatment.

The signs and symptoms of early shock,

however, are not distinctive.

Keith, describing mild

states of shock in patients whom he calls "compensated
cases", observed that the general condition was good; the
patient had no distressing symptoms except the local pain
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of the wound and a feeling of general weakness.

Ee was

often very pale, but the blood pressure remained above
100 mm of mercury and the pulse, while increased to 90
or 100, remained of good quality (37).

And even in a

patient exhibiting only these mild symptoms, the blood
volume may have been diminished by at least half the
amount necessary to produce a severe state of shock.
We shall see later that the early diagnosis of shock
cannot be made on a basis of symptoms and signs, but
depends on laboratory detection of the blood concentration
which accompanies the decrease in volume of circulating
fluid.
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SbCTION III
EARLY CONCBP·rroNS OF SHOCK
With the exception of certain simple procedures such
as circumcisions and operations on the extremities, the
treatment of wounds constituted the major part of surgery
until late in the nineteenth century.

The information

which has been gained, and continues to accumulate, from
the study of wounds has contributed immeasurably to every
branch of surgery.

Hippocrates, who said that war is the

only proper school for the surgeon, did not describe shock
but recognized important principles concerning the prognosis in the wounded.

He stated that "Wounds are very

dangerous when there is some large nerve, vein, or artery
injured, for the convulsion and the flow of escaping venal
or arterial blood prostrates the wounded one and exhausts
his strengthtt (6).
In very early times it was observed that patients
who had been injured sometimes fell into a depressed lethargic state in which death might occur.

Autopsies in such

cases not infrequently revealed no lesion adequate to account for death (Mann, 43).
The picture of sh:> clc was recognized as a clinical
entity early in the 18th century, in the effect of wounds
and trauma such as occurred in gunshot injuries.

Le Dran,
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in 1737, said that

~such

wounds require the surgeon's

greatest attention •••• It is scHrcely possible that a solid
body, driven by gunpowder, should strike any part without
communicating at the same time an agitation proportionable ..•. This agitation is technically termed 'commotion',
and we learn from daily experience that it is often communicated to the whcle machine, whereby the nervous system
is galled and irritated •••• Thus some wounded experience
torpor and dullness; others have repeated faintings: some
have convulsive movements, as hiccup, vomiting; some
become leaden colored" (87).
According to Groeningen, James Latta in 1795 was the
first to employ the term "shock" vdth the meaning that is
now attached to it: that is, with reference to the symptom
complex produced rather than to the "concussion" or nervous insult 'rhich was supposed to cause the picture ( 28).
Shock was usually discussed by the earlier writers
under the title of "inflammation" or

11

irritationfl.

John

Hunter considered the amputation of extremities of soldiers injured at was inadvisable since the operation was
a violence added to the injury.

He stated that in the

case of the injury alone the patient suffered only from
the "inflammation", while amputation added tt:e insults of
loss of substance and loss of more blood; "as it is to be
supposed that a great deal has been lost from the accident,
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not to mention the awkward manner in which it must have
been done".

Yet even with these views on the subject,

Hunter yielded to the prevailing opinion of his time and
advised blood-letting, saying that "it makes the circulation more free, so that the heart labors less" (85).
Sir Astley Cooper, a pupil of Hunter, retains something of the latter's conception of

11

inflammation 11 , but he

also shows a clear recognition of the clinical picture now
known as shock.

Cooper writes that the most severe method

by which fatal injuries cause death is by shock to the nervous system, and gives as an illustration the case of a
man who was severely burned and who when seen had a small

feeble pulse and cold skin, and died in eight hours (6).
Arnbroise Pare described, under the title of "Syncope
and Heart Failure", what is known today as primary shock
or collapse (1840).

In his own words, "Syncope is a sud-

den and strong failure of the faculties and senses, and
principally of the vitality, and the sick one remains
without any movement ..•• The signs of syncope are when the
ill one pales, and when there comes to him a slight sweat,
cessation of the movements of the arteries, whereupon soon
afterwards he falls to the ground, without any feeling and
movement, and becomes seemingly cold throughout, in such
fashion that he resembles more a dead man than a live one.
Many who fall in syncope, if they are not succorred, die"
( 90).
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Mann points out that although the ideas of the older
writers on shock ,.,ere vague, they foreshadowed nearly all
the modern theories of this condition. ttThus Travers
(1826) states that 'shock is a species of functional concussion by 'INhich the influence of the brain over the organ
of circulation is deranged or suspended'.

And Savoy (1860)

writes that 'death from shock results from sudden and violent impressions in some portions of the nervous system
acting upon the heart and destroying its action'.

Thus

writers have anticipated the modern (1914) theories of
vaso-motor paralysis and cardiac failure".

And Meltzer's

inhibition theory is suggested by the definition of Delcasse (1834), in which shock is said to be "an arrest of
innervation without which all organs pass into insensibility" (43).
Travers, says Blalock, was far in advance of his time
in his ideas concerning shock, particularly as regards
treatment.

He did not agree with his contemporaries on

the value of blood-letting, saying, "The custom of letting
blood indiscriminately after injuries is so irrational,
that the authority of long established customs forms no
excuse for it.

I have seen a practitioner tie up the arm

of a person to bleed him after a fall, in a pale cold stun,
in which the pulse could sce.rcely be felt at the wrist" (94).
Near the end of the nineteenth century, there appeared
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several opinions to the effect that shock resulted from
cardiac failure.

Jordan said ( 1867) that •asbock may be

defined in general terms as a peculiar condition of the
animal system characterized by a depression of all its
functions, the result of a powerful impression applied
to the nervous centers, or to a portion of the peripheral nervous expansion .... Every cause, tlle operation of
which gives rise to shock, whether through the intervention of the nervous system or not, acts upon the central organ of circulation and diminishes its force.
With unimpaired cardiac action, shock is impossible'' (36).
Vale reports that surgeons paid little attention to
shock in the first half of the nineteenth century.

"Nor

is this strange", he adds, "when 'Ne remember what elementary problems, as they appear today, engaged attention.
They had not an inkling of the healing of an amputated
wound by first intention, almost as many weeks as now
days being required for its treatment.

Primary and sec-

ondary hemorrhage were dangers but imperfectly combatted.
'The few who survived the bleeding lingered through all
the miseries of a nine months' cure, tedious and imperfect, V1rith a conical, ulcerated and tender stump' (John
Bell, 1795) 11 (70).
The most significant of the early experimental work
appeared in 1863, in the well-knovm "Klopfersuch" of Goltz.
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This investigator found that repeated slight blows on
the viscera of a suspended frog caused reflex inhibition
of the heart through the vagus and a lessening of vascular tone generally throughout the body and especially
in the abdominal cavity.

Golt?. produced by this method

what is l{nown as "primary shock 11 or

11

collapse n, and lit-

tle has been added to our knowledge concerning the condition since his results were reported.

The explanation

which he gave, Blalock says, seems to be entirely satisfactory (84)(cf.p.78).
The first well-defined theory of the etiology of
shock, based on the work of Goltz, was proposed by Fischer
in 1870, although a 81milar view had been suggested by
Mitchell and co-workers six year:=i earlier.

Fischer assur.ied

that traumatic shock consists of a vasomotor paralysis,
especially in the splanchnic area, where the bulk of the
blood is accumulated, with a consequent anemia in other
parts.

Shock, then was a hemorrhage into the body's own

large veins.

Fischer believed the vascular disturbance

to be the primary cause, and all other symptoms were secondary to the resulting anemia of the peripheral parts {83,b).
This hypothesis of Fischer was only one of many theories of traumatic shock based on damage to the vasomotor
apparatus, which were held by almost all the older clinicians.

The conception was that in various ways, according
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to the particular theory, the tone of the vasomotor mechanism is depressed with resultant relaxation of the peripheral blood vessels: in consequence, the capacity of the
vessels is so greatly increased that little blood is
returned to the heart ( 28).

Mitchell and Keen believed

that a ref lex paralysis of the vasomotor center occurred;
their studies ( 1864) were based in part upon the vvork of
Claude Bernard on the sympathetic control of vasomotor
tone.

Porter ascribed shock to fat emboli in the vasomo-

tor region, after having produced shock in animals by
injecting fats into the vertebral arteries (91).
These theories accounted very well for the clinical
features of shock, such as the low arterial pressure, the
collapsed peripheral veins, and the cold skin.

'l'hey also

explain the similarity between the clinical pictures of
shock and hemorrhage: in the former the loss of blood,
according to the hypothesis of vasomotor inactivity, is
into the capacious splanchnic vessels; in the latter, to
the exterior.
Without doubt the best known of the theories that
shock was due to inactivity of the vasomotor center, however, was that of Crile.

Bis interpretation of his exten-

sive experimental worl{, which appeared in 1897, was that
shock is caused primarily by excessive stimulation of
afferent nerves by physical trauMa, pain, fear, and infec-
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tion.

These stimuli finally lead to exhaustion of the

vasomotor center; when this breakdown occurs, the arteries
lose their tone, and the resulting low blood pressure permits the blood to accumulste in the great vessels.

As a

result, the output of the heart fails because of laclc of
filling during diastole (20).
The basis for these views was the results which Crile
was able to obtain through stimulation of afferent nerves
by cutting, tearing or burning the skin and the sensory
nerve trunks.

These "strong irritations caused, as a rule,

a more or less strong rise of blood pressure during the
stimulation".

Repeated stimulation of the skin or nerve

trunks leads at first to a diminution of the rise produced, then to a stage in which stimulation has no effect
on the blood pressure.

At this stage the pressure is

very low and cann0t be permanently improved by any form
of treatment.
surgical shock.

This, according to Crile, is the stage of
The development of shock is hastened by

the strength of the stimuli and by the amount of tissue
involved in the stimulation; under all circumstances,
however, its development is always a slow and gradual one.
Failure of the vasomotor center, therefore, was
thought by Crile to be the essential cause of shock, and
the consequent fall in blood pressure accounts for the
other symptoms.

In this his beliefs were comparable to
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those of Fischer (p.14), who differed only in that he
gave no definite cause for the vasomotor relaxation.
The views of Crile were widely accepted in the surgical world and were endorsed by such prominent men as
Victor Horsely and Harvey Cushing (47), but they did not
hold the field uncontested for long.

In 1905, Malcolm

submitted the theory that the arteries are tensely and
actively contracted in shock (42).

Injury to a nerve, he

states, causes a contraction of the arterioles throughout
the body; if severe enough, this extends to the larger
vessels.

Thus the radial arteries may be so small that

they cannot be felt.

'rhe splanchnic vessels are probably

larger than those of the rest of the body (is th:ts a concession to the weight of popular opinion?), but there is
no loss of tone; if there were loss of tone in the splanchnic vessels, the patient would die, as from hemorrhage.
The constriction subjects the blood to pressure, thus
forcing the plasma into the tissues and raising the concentration of the blood.

Death is due to, or at least

accompanied by, exclusion of blood from the tissues supplied by the systemic circulation (42).
Cannon says that the basis for this statement appears
to have been the clinical observation that the more profound the degree of shock, the paler are the tissues; pallor of the peritoneum, for example, is noted early in
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shock.

Recognition of the very important concepts of

diminished blood volume and increased concentration was
drawn from the marked benefits which resulted when the
blood volume was increased by transfusions.

In 1909,

according to Cannon (11), Malcolm says that the reduction of blood volume may decrease the blood pressure
"until the vasomotor and other nerve centers are starved,
and life cannot be maintained".
In 1907 Boise expressed the belief that shock was
accompanied by vasoconstriction.

"I shall endeavor to

demonstrate in this paper," he wrote,

t 1that

the essential

cause of shock is excessive sympathetic irritation, manifested mainly by a tonic contration of the heart and arterioles".

From the fact that in animals dead of shock the

great veins and venae cavae were much dilated and the
heart contracted and empty (according to Crile's experiments, which Boise seems to have accepted but differently
interpreted) he thinks that death is due to spasmodic or
exaggerated contraction of the heart, with deficient diastole which prevents its filling (7).
Boise also pointed out that vasomotor exhaustion
alone, even if this phenomenon did occur, is not sufficient
to account for shock, since complete destruction of this
center gives a drop in blood pressure only to about 50 mm
of mercury, whereas in s:tock there is often as low a pres-
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sure as 20 mm.

And Seelig and Lyon reported that a rise

of blood pressure was obtained in all stages of shock by
stimulation of the central end of the vagus, indicating
that the vasomotor center is active J63' These are some of
the first signs of a great deal of experimental evidence
against the theory of vasomotor exhaustion.
Howell (1903) favored the hypothesis of inhibition
as a cause of slnck.

Dividing shock into two forms, car-

diac and vascular, he ascribed the rapid heart rate of the
former to inhibition of the vagus center in the medulla
and the latter to inhibition of the vasomotor center (34).
11

A consideration of the various recoras obtained in these

experiments", he says,

11

sbows that the two most striking

symptoms of shock, namely the rapid feeble heart rate and
the paralysis of the vaaoconstrictor center, may occur
independently of each other to a certain extent and justuy
the distinction sometimes between cardiac shock and vascular shock.

In cardiac slmck the result is practically the

same as that obtained by the secticn of both vagi with the
exception that the heart beats are usually more feeble.
We may assume that in cardiac shock the most important
factor is a partial or total suspension of activity of the
cardio-inhibitory center •... By vascular shock is meant a
more or less complete loss of arterial tone, which expresses itself in a correspondingly long continued drop
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of the general blood pressure."

Howell believed that the

strong inhibition of these centers led to long-continued
suspension of activity, partial or complete, and in this
way caused shock.
Meltzer submitted in 1908 the theory of functional
inhibition of all the organs of the body.

"On the basis

of these considerations", he stated, "I venture the
assumption, which is not new, that the various injuries
which are capable of bringing on shock, do so by favoring
the development of the inhibitory side of all the functions of the body.

This predominance of inhibition makes

its appearance at first in those functions which are of
less immediate importance to life, and are, therefore,
less insured by safeguards protecting their equilibrium.
With increased injury the inhibition spreads also to the
more vital and, therefore, better protected functions of
the nervous system" (47).
The theory of "acapnie. 11 as a cause of shock was first
formulated by Henderson in 1908, and has been developed
by him since then in an extensive series of papers.

Be

claims that such factors as pain, fear, or the administration of ether will induce excessive respiration, and this
in turn will lead to a lowering of the carbon dioxide content of the blood.

The result of this acapnia is a fail-

ure of what Henderson calls the "veno-pressor mechanism",
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consisting of the tonus of the tissues and the osmotic
processes, which maintains the blood pressure.

1'he effect

of acapnia on this system is a diminution of the tone of
the contractile tissues, which normally prevents venous
stasis by compressing the capillaries, and an upsetting
of the normal balance of osmotic forces so as to induce a
passage of water out of the blood into the tissues.
a low venous pressure is produced.

Thus

Acapnia also increases

the tone of the heart muscle, providing an additional impediment to the filling of the heart in the face of the
low venous pressure (32).
To summarize, the sequence which Henderson gives is
as follows: (a) hyperpnea; (b) acapnia; (c) failure of the
veno-pressor mechanism; (d) venous anoxemia, tissue asphyxia and acidosis; and (e) acute oligemia.
In concluding this resume, I may say that I have made
no attempt to include the names of all of the investigators
of the phenomenon of shock during the pre-war period, or
even the major part of them.

My aim has been simply to

give some idea of the early conceptions of shock and also
a brief outline of the chief theories which came into prominence up to this tiMe, with mention of some of the best
known exponents of these theories.

I have not considered

the experimental work of other men who, while offering no
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new suggestions as to the actual cause of shock, nevertheless made substantial contributions to our understanding of its pathology.

Some of these workers will be

mentioned later in this paper.

Further attention will

also be given to the theories which I have introduced in
this section, and we shall see how they stood the tests
of time and critical investigation.
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SECTION IV
CONTRIBUTIONS DURING 'rHE WAR PERIOD

Observations Made Earlx in the War
The onset of the World War, coming as it did at a
time when the prevailing conceptions of sro ck 'Nere in a
very unsettled state, provided practically unlimited
opportunity for the study of this subject.

It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that during this period our knowledge
of shock increased tremendously, and the theory of its
cause which is given most credence today had its inception.
E. W. Archibald, a military surgeon who spent four
months in the casualty clearing stations, or hospitals
close behind the front line in France, reported that "In
the casualty clearing stations shock is seen to an extent
unparalleled in the experience of any surgeon at home.
The very freouency of it, and the terrible nature of it,
were impressive, and, not less so, our inability to rescue such patients when the degree of shock was really
serious 11

(

1).

The association between shock and certain factors
such as hemorrhage, pain, cold, mental distress and rough
handling soon became evident.

The role played by hemor-

rhage in particular was seen to be very large, and the
difficulty in distinguishing the effects of hemorrhage
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alone from those of shock was soon recognized (72}.

Lab-

oratory evidence corroborated these clinical observations;
Mann writes, in 1915, that his experiments "seem to prove
that the reason for the common symptoms of shock and hemorrhage is that they have a common pathology", and goes on
to say that the clinical signs of shock are due to a loss
of circulatory fluid: "In shock a large percentage of the
blood is as effectually lost as if shed" ( 44).

Thus we

see that the concept of a diminished blood volume appeared
early, though proof of this factor of shock was delayed
until shortly before the end of the war.
It was also noted that if a p&tient in shock, or even
showing a tendency to shock, underwent surgery, the operation often turned the balance against him.

Even after

pre-operative treatment of shock had apparently made the
patient a moderately good risk, surgery was often followed
by a fatal outcome.

In many of these cases the immediate

post-operative condition appeared to be so good as to warrant a favorable prognosis, yet the patient gradually
developed the clinical picture of shock and died in spite
of all that was done for him (Wallace,72).
The pooling of blood in the visceral vessels remained,
however, the most popular explanation of the phenomenon of
shock, although as we have seen (pp.17-18), dissenting
voices had begun to make themselves heard.

In 1913 Risley
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reported experiments which led him to believe that a local
accumulation of blood in the splanchnic area was the cause
of shock.

"There is sufficient evidence at hand", he says,

"to establish at least a high degree of probability that
shock in opere.tions on the splanchnic area is largely
caused by disturbance of the local splanchnic vasomotor
mechanism.

Exposure of the peritoneum to the air and dry-

ing gives splanchnic vasodilatation" (55).

Mann agreed

that there was a local accumulation of blood in the viscera
and said that its cause was the same as that of inflammation in any other irritated area; the gravity of its import
in the splanchnic area was imputed to the great vaacularity
of this region (44).

However, shock was produced in most

of these experiments by traumatizing the intestines, and
it was proved at a later date that this method gives more
visceral congestion than is seen in shock produced in
other ways.
It is not quite clear whether the accumulation of
blood referred to by Risley and Mann was in the minute
vessels or in the large veins of the abdomen.

;i.'hichever

they meant, the idea of dilatation and engorgement of the
great veins, so predominant in the past, was soon subjected to serious doubt as a result of the large number
of laparotomies done on soldiers in shock.

Wallace and

his associates said that although it was commonly stated
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and apparently accepted by many that traumatic shock is
due to accumulation of blood in tbe splanchnic area, "in
the course of many hundreds of surgical operations on
prttients in all degrees of sr.ock, we found no primary
splancl2nic congestion to exist •••• we see no ground for the
assertion that a prlmary dilatation of tbe blood vessels
in the splanchnic area occurs 11

(

73).

rrhis evidence sup-

ported the conception of oligemia, but was against the
hypothesis of lessened activity of the vasomotor center.
The situation remained about the same, with surgeons
still directing their efforts toward curing shock, rather
than preventing it, until 1917, wben an investigation
disclosed that the wounded soldier possessed considerable
recuperative powers in the early stages of shock.

This

was evidenced by the fact that during transit a turn for
the worse, with a drop in blood pressure, could be remedied several times by simply giving the patient rest,
warmth, e.nd fluids.

It was evidently of great importance,

therefore, to minimize the time during which the patient
was subjected to the detrimental effects of transportation
and delayed treatment; that is, the time during which the
11

s:bock-producing factors 11 of trauma, cold, pain, fear,

exhaustion, etc., remained active.

'I'hat these are very

real factors may be realized by the description of the
journey of a wounded soldier from the front lines to the
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nressing station: though frequently in a state of fatigue,
cold and wet even before he is injured, the soldier must
be jolted along on a stretcher for some thousand yards of
communication trench, not infrequently under fire, then
carried a mile or so in a horse ambulance over roads
pitted with shell holes, then transferred to a motor ambulance and given another rough ride; add to this a couple
of changes of dressing of a painful wound, a certain loss
of blood even with the best of care, and finally the continued effect of cold, and it is evident that we have a
very favorable set of circumstances for the production of
shock (Archibald,l).
Realization of these facts led to pushing measures
of treatment toward the front line and giving warmth, rest,
fluids and better splints at once.

If shock developed in

spite of these measures, it was treated as soon as arrangements could possibly be made.

Good results were evident

at once when these measures were instituted.
At about this time it was clearly established that
shock was of two varieties: primary and secondary.

The

primary type was not often seen; Santy, a French surgeon
who had much experience in the aid stations near the front,
said that apart from those who die on the field, the occurrence of shock in the wounded soldier when seen soon after
the infliction of his injury is extremely rare.

'l'he loss
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of even a strictly moderate amount of blood, however,
together with the distresses of transport, will frequently
result in the appearance of secondary shock before his
arrival at the hospital (93).

It was recognized that al-

though primary shock is usually temporary, it sometimes
persists and passes into the secondary type.

The latter,

which usually appears several hours after the injury, or
not until the next day, is by far the most important from
the standpoint of the number of fatalities it causes.
The recognition of the late onset of secondary shock
was important.

It did not refute the hypothesis of vaso-

motor inactivity, but it did open the way for the theory
of traumatic toxemia, since this theory required time for
the elaboration of the toxin.

Although irritation from a

badly splinted thigh might give vasomotor exhaustion, it
might also cause the formation of a toxic product from
continued damage to muscles; and this toxin could conceivably give rise to changes in function which would produce
the picture of stock (Wallace,72}.
The accumulation of new evidence concerning the problem of shock which I have described up to this point resulted from the efforts of a number of different investigators, working for the most part independently of one
another.

One is not surprised, therefore, at the frag-

mentary nature of these contributions.

However, most of
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them are suggestive of future promise, and a few are the
expression of principles which were destined to become
firmly established.
The Blood Pressure in Primary and Secondary Shock
In the middle stages of the War, when the relatively
stable condition of the fighting lines made possible a more
careful study of shock in the wounded arriving in advanced
hospital units, a better correlation of laboratory and
clinical observations was attempted.

In August, 1917, the

rhedical Research Committee of Great Britain formed a special investigation committee to undertake the coordination
of inquir'i:es into surgical shock and allied conditions.
'Phis "shock committee'! did much to bring about a settled
condition in the state of information concerning the subject of its investigations (35).
In order to obtain more information regarding the
development of shock, arrangements were made to record
continuous histories of wounded men from the time of their
injuries until shock appeared.

As a result of this pro-

cedure the distinction between primary and secondary
shock was cl8rified.

Fraser and Cowell reported that

blood pressure readings taken in the line on various
types of wounds at very short intervals after their infliction, stowed two very distinct groups:
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{l) '11he

hype~tension

gro-q£, in wbi ch the systolic

pressure varies from 150 to 160 or even more.
( 2) The hypotension group,

in which the pressure

varies from 90 down to 40 mm.
}ractically no cases showed an intermediate or normal
blood pressure (29).
The blood pressure of the patients in group (1),
after rest in bed and in the absence of the

11

shock-produc-

ing factors" described previously, gradually fell to normal levels and remained there.

'I1hese were the patients

whose wounds and subsequent experience were not sufficient
to produce shock.

.l:-'atients in the hypotension group, on

the other hand, are pale, clammy and pulseless when they
are first seen, and the earliest blood pressures which may
be made are found to be low; in other words, these men are
in a state of more or less profound shock soon after they,
receive their injuries.

This is the condition to which

the name primary shock was given.

This type of shock is

occasionally seen in moderately severe wounds in which one
would not expect such a marked physiological reaction; but
its most frequent occurrence is in serious wounds which
are inevitably mortal, or which will cause death unless
the patient can be given surgical attention within a short
time.

Primary shock appears to be more likely to occur in

men of emotional instability who have nervous or tthigh-
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strung" temperaments, and in these men it may accompany
comparatively trivial wounds (29,18).
Primary shock may be rapidly progressive and lead to
death within an hour.

other cases may be kept from pro-

gressing and later recover; some of these seem to do surprisingly well.

Fowever, either a patient in primary

shock or an injured man who shows no signs of shock--that
is, a man who is in the hypertension group when first
seen--is very likely to gradually pass into what is known
as secondary shock because of its delayed onset, if he is
subjected to the detrimental "shock-producing factors" of
pain, cold, wet, transportation and hemorrhage.

'rhese

factors are, to a considerable degree, controllable, so
secondary shock is usually a result of lack of proper
care.

Like the primary variety, this type may either im-

prove or grow worse according to the treatment given and
the severity of the wounds.

'rhe secondary type of shock

is seen with much greater frequency than the primary.
The accompanying charts by Cowell (19) show graphically the more common changes in blood pressure which are
seen in shock of the two types, and the various kinds of
outcome that mPy be expected.
The Blood Pressure as a Criterion of Shock.
became evident,

howe~er,

It soon

that the blood pressure alone

was not dependable as a criterion of the degree of shock
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Fig. 1. Primary wound shock curves (diagramatic). Following a severe anatomical injury, instant wound shock may
develop, which may be fatal in a shorter or longer time, as
shown at A or N. Under favorable circumstances, the pressure may rise to B, but drop later to C. At this point the
primary shock has merged into the secondary wound shock.
[I have added line B-D to show that many cases of primary wound shock permanently recoverJ
Fig. 2. Secondary wound shock curves (diagramatic). In
many of the cases of moderately severe wounds the pressure
will remain level at A. In others it falls with the establishment of secondary wound shock, B. At this point the
patient may react quickly to treatment, C, or after more
prolonged treatment at D, to E. In the absence of favorable
circumstances, the pressure goes steadily down, and the
case terminates fatally in from 12 to 14 hours.
(Cowell,19)
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or even of the presence or absence of shock, unless it
was markedly lowered.

It was found that there might be

a considerable reduction of the total blood volume without any appreciable drop in blood pressure.

Robertson

and Bock stated that "This is due undoubtedly to the
well-recognized fact that the vasomotor mechanism responds within certain limits to the lessened blood bulk
by producing a vasoconstriction which keeps the pressure
up.

Just how great a diminution can occur before the

blood pressure falls cannot be stated, and furthermore
this seems to vary somewhat with the individual case".
They found that patients who had a reduction in volume to
below 70% showed with one exception a blood pressure below
normal, the decrease roughly paralleling the amount of
the reduction of the blood volume.

'rhey concluded that if

the blood pressure was below 95 mm. the volume was probably under 70%, and if the pressure was 80 mm. or less,
the volume was probably reduced to 60% or less (56).
We see, then, that these investigators were not able
to attach much significance to blood pressure values until
the blood volume dropped to

70~

or below; and as we shall

find later (p.36), a volume this low indicates more than
a mild state of shock.

In the early cases or in moderate

degrees of shock, where preventive measures can do most
good, the blood pressure is not a reliable guide; and it
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is in just these cases that a good criterion is very
desirable, since the vasomotor mechanism which has
adapted itself to the diminished volume of blood may in
any individual case be very near the margin of its compensatory power.

Any increase in the load at such a time,

such as from anesthesia, surgery, infection or more hemorrhage, may cause a failure of this mechanism with a
resulting fall in the blood pressure (Robertson,56).
On the other side of the question, a rise of blood
pressure in a shocked patient, produced by intravenous
therapy, is not a dependable sign of improvement.

Mac

Lean said that "To raise the peripheral blood pressure
accomplishes nothing save a mechanical effect.
blood pressure is not life.

A raised

In a severely shocked patient

the saline runs into the tissues from the blood, and you
are left as poor as before.

Even blood, let alone Hogan's

gelatine solution or Bayliss's gum acacia solution, will
do but little more; it, too, disappears into the tissues •:.(1).
Diminution of the Blood Volume in Shock
As evidenced by the percentile values of blood volume wh1ch I have quoted above, an experimental method of
determining this factor had been perfected by this time,
and the hypothesis of decreased blood

~olume

in active

circulation was now a proven feature of the shock picture.
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The earlier investigators assumed the blood volume
to be diminished as a result of such observations as the
clinical improvement which often resulted from intravenous
therapy (Malcolm, p.18) and the lack of blood in the heart
and great vessels of animals reduced to a state of shock
(Mann, p.24).

Dale and Laidlaw (24) report: "If the chest

is opened, under continued artificial respiration, it is
seen that the heart is indeed beating strongly, but that
its chambers contain remarkably little blood.

Compression

of the ventricles between the fingers causes scarcely a
movement of the mercury in the arterial manometer.

'I'he

venae cavae and the portal vein are seen to be flaccid and
half empty.

The arteries, both large and small, similarly

contain but little blood, and appear to be constricted
rather than dilated.

The liver is moderately pale and

certainly not distended with blood, and the same is true
of the spleen. 11
Cannon said, only a short time before the concept of
diminished blood volume was proved, "The view developed in
the foregoing discussion, that in shock the circulatory
difficulty is aue to loss of blood from the circulation,
though not from the body, is one which has been growing in
recent years, as experimental data have accumulated."

He

suggested the term "exaernia" to emphasize this characteristic of shock (9).
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The most important work done in actually demonstrating the lowered blood volume was by Keith, using the dye
method devised earlier by himself, Rowntree and Geraghty
(39).

These authors found that a certain complex dye,

called vital red, when injected into the circulation was
not absorbed by the tissues and was excreted only slowly
by the kidneys.

In a few minutes after injection of a

known quantity of the dye, therefore, it will be uniformly
mixed with the blood, and the dilution of the dye in a
specimen of blood taken at this time can be determined by
colorimentric methods.

From the dilution, the volume of

blood in circulation can easily be calculated.
Keith found that the total blood and plasma volumes
were consistently reduced in shock, "thus explaining the
anemic condition of the patients in spite of a relatively
high blood count.

Further, it was soon recognized that

the diminished blood volume bore a definite relationship
to the severity of the patient's condition" (37).

And

not only was the volume diminished, he found, but in cases
"when t:t:e loss of blood is excessive, or when there is a
severe trauma, a shock-like condition follows, which is
distinguished by a failure of the normal process of spontaneous dilution".

Even without hemorrhage, Keith found,

shock may be accompanied by a fall of blood volume; later
work by many investigators proves that this is, indeed, a
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constant finding in all types of shock.
As a result of his observations on blood volume in
shock, Keith divided his cases into three groups on the
basis of clinical symptoms and degree of blood volume
reduction.

These groups are as follows:
Pulse

i. Compensated cases: general
condition good; feels only
weakness and pain of wound.
Often very pale, and may have
had moderate bleeding. BV never less than 80%; seems to be
maximum decrease seen without
marked untoward symptoms.

90-110

ii. tartially compensated cases: 120-140
general condition not good.
Usually has had "smart hemorrhage". Very pale, restless,
thirsty, vomits readily. Extremities cold and partly anesthetic. Pulse weak and rapid;
difficult to count.
iii. Uncompensated cases: extreme- 120-160
ly serious condition. Restless, very thirsty, vomit immediately on giving fluids,
extremities very cold to touch.
Pulse imperceptible; must take
heart rate by auscultation.

BP
lOOmm+

90mm-

BV
80%+

65-75~f

60mm- 65%-

(Kei th,37)

Keith's findings have been confirmed by all wbo have
studied the circulating blood volume in secondary traumatic shock in man and in animals.

There can be no doubt,

Fishberg states, that diminution of this volume is a constant characteristic of secondary shock (28).

It is, in

fact, the chief factor in ths circulatory deficiency.
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Failure of Normal Dilution and Retention.

We have

seen that Keith recognized that the process of dilution
which normally replenishes the circulating volume after
a loss of fluid is absent in shock.
In a later paper, he says it seems evident that the
reduction of blood volume is secondary to some still
unknown primary factor(38/.0ne result of the action of this
primary etiological factor, he believes, is the fact that
the vascular system is unable to retain the normal amount
of plasma if the shock is severe.

Here we have stated,

then, though not for the first time, two classical features of the oligemia of sevAre shock: the failure of normal dilution and the fact that blood is not retained in
the circulation even after transfusion.
It is evident that the failure of dilution must of
necessity be a feature of shock; the very fact that the
volume of blood continues to decrease proves that the
transfer of fluid must be in the other direction.

It

would seem to follow that the power to retain added fluids
must also be impaired in such a situation; and the results
of attempts to increase the circulating blood volume by
intravenous therapy showed that this is actually the case.
Bayliss concluded, from the results of his trials of various intravenous infusions to replace blood, that "no
solution containing salts alone is able to remain in the
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circulation.

The statement applies to both isotonic and

hypertonic solutions •••• The presence of a colloid possessing the osmotic pressure of those in blood is necessary;
of those available, gum arabic in 6% solution is the best''
(2).

This solution was used extensively during the war,

and seemed to give as good results as blood itself; after
the war, however, a number of disadvantages were found in
its use, and gum arable fell into disrepute.
In the severe cases of shock, it was found, even
whole blood itself gave little benefit {v.McLean,p.33).
McNee and his associates concluded that "cases exhibiting
the severer degrees of shock die in spite of all the
methods of treatment at our disposal.

It is the cases

of hemorrhage, combined with little shock, that form the
successes in resuscitation work" {46).
Wallace observed that one class of case still possessed the power of dilution if the necessary fluid was
in the tissues; a second class could retain blood or gum
saline introduced into his vessels, though his power of
dilution was feeble or wanting; and in a third, both of
these powers were lost, and treatment availed nothing (72).
1'he Problem of the "Lost Blood 11 in Shock
The question which naturally arises as a result of
the establishment of the fact of a decreased blood volume
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in shock is
vidual?"

11

Where is the lost blood in the shocked indi-

Cannon gave this question careful consideration,

and excluded to his satisfaction the heart and the large
vessels (9).

In order to understand the basis for this

conclusion, we must first give further consideration to
the condition of the vasomotor center and the heart in
shock.
Evidence ot

Vaso~otor

Activity.

I have already de-

scribed some of the opinions that the arteries and veins
were empty (Malcolm,p.17), and also more convincing evidence in the form of' actual observations on patients and
animals in shcck (Wallace,p.25; Dale and Laidlaw,p.34),

which were strongly against the theory of vasomotor inactivity.

Cannon said that the conceptions of venous stag-

nation prevalent in the past appeared to have been based
on observations of shock produced by traumatizing the
viscera (p.25}, and in such cases there actually is such
an accumulation of blood in the splanchnic vessels. Mann
stated that this is a local reaction, and can be produced
by trauma or even by simply exposing the intestines to
the air (45).

However, we have the word of the competent

investigators mentioned above that in natural shock produced by wounds of regions other than the abdominal, such
congestion is not found, and Cannon adds that this cannot
be simply that it was not observed, since the addition to
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these vessels of the large amounts of blood
would certainlv be easily noted (9).
u

'

11

lost 11 in shock

Clinical confirmation

is found in the fact that little or no benefit results from
placing a shocked patient in a position which would drain
the abdominal veins toward the heart.
These views were supported by a large amount of experiment al evidence indicating that the vasomotor center remains active in shock.

Porter concluded that the results

of his experiments were "wholly opposed to the hypothesis
that would explain sro ck by the exhaustion of the vasomotor
centers".

He was unable to produce vasomotor exhaustion

by many hours of stimulation of afferent nerves.

Even when

an animal was in severe shock, afferent impulses produced
a well-marked presser effect, indicating that the vasomotor
center was still active; and stimulation of the depressor
nerves lowered the blood pressure by as much as 45%, showing the presence in shock of active vascular tone.

Porter

stated that these reflexes failed only when the blood pressure fell to such a low level that anemia of the vasomotor
cells was certain.
~enter

He is very emphatic that the vasomotor

in shock is neither exhausted, depressed, nor in-

hlbited (53).
Seelig and Joseph reported also that the vasomotor
center was not paralyzed in shock, but in good tone; the
ear vessels of a shocked rabbit resisted mechanical dila-
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tation when the blood pressure was raised to 80 mm of mercury or higher by intravenous injections of fluid (61).
From subsequent work they added that further proof of active tone was furnished

b~

dilatation of denervated ves-

sels of the other ear, used as controls, when the fluid
was injected; and by dilatation of the normally innervated
vessels as soon as their connections with the vasoconstrictor center were severed (62).

Similar experiments by Mann

confirmed these results; he stated that the vasomotor center is not depressed or fatigued in shock, but is the most
resistant of all the vital centers (43).
Evidence that the Heart Is Competent.

Investigation

directed at determining the state of the heart in shock
has in every instance yielded evidence that this organ is
functioning competently, and that shock is not due primarily to cardiac failure.

I do not mean to imply that the

heart is spared from the deleterious effects of the general circulatory impoverishment; it has been shown that an
arterial blood pressure below 80 mm is insufficient to
nourish the heart and results in a diminished output of
energy by the myocardium (48).

In spite of this impair-

ment, however, the force of the heart is adequate, as the
following evidence will show.
The results of an extensive study of shocked animals
led Mann to report that when these animals are allowed to
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die from

s~ck

the heart still beats, though sometimes

feebly, after the respiration has ceased and the blood
pressure is practically at zero (43).

vale and Laidlaw

reported similar observations (p.34).

Cannon says that

he has repE'atedly observed the same sequence of events at
death in cases of shock in human beings (11).
The effect of restoring fluid to the circulation
gives further evidence tbat the heart in shock retains
its efficiency as a pumping mechanism.

Crile observed

that saline transfusions resulted in slowing of the pulse,
increase in the amplitude of its wave, and a rise of the
blood pressure to normal levels; these facts have been
repeatedly demonstrated and confirmed by others (Moon, 48 ).
Even when the blood. pressure is raised to a level higher
than normal by these transfusions or by large doses of
adrenaline, the heart is able to carry the load.
Cannon showed many times that after a shocked animal
was killed by asphyxia, saline transfusions and stimulation
of the heart with adrenaline and massage would almost immediately raise the blood pressure to 150 or even 180 mm
of mercury; the heart maintained this load well, even after
having suffered from prolonged shock and asphyxia (11).
We may conclude, therefore, that the heart does not
fail in sbock, and that it is unable to maintain an adequate blood flow and blood pressure only because of an
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insufficient volume of circulatory fluid.

Also, no form

of vasomotor inactivity plays any part in the circulatory
deficiency of secondary shock; there is no pooling of blood
in tbe splanchnic or other great vessels with resultant
loss of blood

11

in currency".

I have not found these views

questioned by any autt,or since they became firmly established during the period of the War.
Capillary Dilatation and Permeability.

Cannon pointed

out that inasmuch as in shock the vasomotor center is efficient and the heart competent, an adequate amount of blood
in the arteries would be accompanied by a high blood pressure; the very fact that the pressure is low, he stated,
signifies that the heart is not supplied with enough blood
to fill the arterial system (9).
Having rejected the possibility of the arteries and
the veins as the site of the blood loss, Cannon then considered the capillaries.

Re gave a review of the data on

the capacity of the capillary bed, of which the essential
points were (a) the hypothesis, supported by a number of
investigators at that time and now generally accepted,
that only a small part of the total number of capillaries
is filled with blood at a given ti'.:.1e in the normal animal;
and (b) the known fact of distensibility of these vessels
(Roy and Brown, e.g., had noted that chloroform could
double their diameter, thus quadrupling their capacity).
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From these facts Cannon concluded that the capacity of
the capillaries was sufficient to contain the lost blood
in shock (9).
He next turnea to evidence indicating that ccncentration of the blood occurred in

s~~ck.

This was first

reported by Sherrington and Copeman {1893), who found an
increase in the specific gravity of blood from a rabbit's
ear after the animal was reduced to a state of shock by
ligating the mesentery (30).

Other investigators came to

similar conclusions; I have described the views of Malcolm
{p.17) and Henderson (p.21) to the effect that loss of
fluid from the blood stream into the tissues occurred in
shock.

This problem was carefully worked out and con-

firmed during the War by Cannon, Fraser and Hooper, who
found that a constant characteristic of shock was a high
concentration of erythrocytes in the capillary blood. The
red count was found to roughly parallel the degree of the
shock, and in severely shocked patients it was from six
to eight million cells per cubic millimeter of blood.

As

we should expect, the hemoglobin and hematocrit determinations were correspondingly increased, and also the viscosity.

Venous counts taken on the same patients, on the

other hand, were approximately normal; thus the capillary
count was as much as two million cells above the venous
count in severe shock (this discrepancy, however, has not
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been confirmed by other workers; Moon states (48) that
the venous blood is just as concentrated as that in the
capillaries).

It was noted that the blood concentration,

if persistent, was an ominous sign, and an increasing
concentration was usually a significant precursor of a
fatal outcome.

On the other hand, a lessening of the

concentration coincided with clinical improvement (13).
The concentration of the capillary blood was proof
that an accumulation of corpuscles in the capillaries
occurred, but did not indicate that the volume capacity
of these vessels was increased.

Dale and Laidlaw, how-

ever, reported an observation by Mann that the volume of

blood obtainable by bleeding the sha>cked animal out through
the large arteries and veins showed a deficiency over and
above that which would be accounted for by the degree of
concentration, and they confirmed th:Ls fact in their own
experiments (24).
Also, a number of writers had described congestion of
the minute vessels of the viscera on opening the abdomens
of animals dead of shock, though they agreed that the
large vessels were not filled.

Dale and Laidlaw reported

a "diffuse, dusky congestion" of the bowel (24), and this
was confirmed by Cannon (11); and Whiyple described conspicuous congestion of the gut and mucosa (75).

These

observat1.ons are in favor of accumulation of blood in at
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least the capillaries of the splanchnic area.

From these

observations and the other evidence described, Cannon
concluded that stagnation of blood in the capillaries
accounted for at least part of the diminution of circulating blood volume in shock.
Definite evidence of another source of blood loss is
the concentration of the blood remaining in the vascular
channels.

Since this could result only from a loss of the

fluid elements from the blood stream, we are safe in concluding that such extravasation must occur; and since the
plasma protein content of the remaining blood is not
greatly increased, the fluid which leaves the vascular

channels must have approximately the same composition as
the blood plasma.
The available evidence was interpreted by Cannon
and his co-workers as indicating that in traumatic shock
there is a widespread increase in the permeability of the
capillaries, resulting in the transudation of plasma and
a consequent decrease in the volume of circulating blood;
and that this decrease is accentuated by stagnation of
the blood thus concentrated in capillaries which are
widely dilated (9).

These views have been confirmed by

all subsequent work, and actual pathological evidence of
both stagnation and loss of fluid by permeability has
been demonstrated (p.64).
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Acidosis and the Critical Pressure
The fact that acidosis--in the sense of decreased
alkali reserve--was found to be a constant accompaniment
of severe shock had led to work on the possibility of
this factor playing a part in the production of shock.
Cannon found that cases of low blood pressure due to
shock, hemorrhage, or infection with gas bacillus had a
diminished supply of available alkali in the blood, and,
as a general rule, the lower the pressure the more marked
the acidosis.

The respiratory rate became more rapid as

the acidosis increased, until, shortly before death, a
true air hunger might prevail (8).

However, as a result

of the work of Dale and Richards, the factor of acidosis
was proved to be a result of the low blood pressure rather
than a cause of it.

'rhese workers found that the carbon

dioxide capacity of the blood could be reduced to a very
low figure by intravenous injections of acids with no permanent change in blood pr€ssure; no symptoms of shock made
their appearance at any time during these experiments.
They concluded that "simple acidosis, in the

s~nse

of a

reduction of the alkali-reserve of the blood, even though
it be severe and prolonged, does not cause shock or, indeed, any perceptible impairment of the circulation or
other vital functions in an otherwise normal animal at
rest" (23).
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On the other hand, it was found that the production
of an inefficient circulation gave rise to definite acidosis when the blood pressure dropped below a certain definite point.

This point is remarkably constant in differ-

ent animals and with different methods of lowering the
blood pressure (hemorrhage, pithing, mechanical restriction of the filling of the heart, etc.); in every case,
acidosis begins when the systolic pressure drops below
approximately 80 mm of mercury.

This pressure is there-

fore termed the "critical level" in a falling blood pressure.

It is the level at which the pressure is no longer

capable of maintaining an adequate volume-flow of blood

to the tissues, which consequently suffer from anoxemia.
Furthermore, if there has been a loss of blood, the
circulation becomes inadequate before the blood pressure
falls to 80 mm; that is, the critical level is raised ( 11).
Table Showing the Critical Level: effect of hemorrhage on cat, wt. 2340 Gms., blood vol. ± 117 cc.
'1,ime
5:05
5:15
5:26
5:36

5:48
5:57
6:06
6:17
6:27
6:52

Arterial
pressure
175
154
137
108
87
82
79

66
58
36

% C02 cap'y

a.rt'l plasma
48. 2
47.8
45.1
46.0
44.1
44.1
40.2
32.2
28.4
22.0

% Hb
79

80
74
68
68
65
63
59
56
46

rotal blood
removed
11.7 cc.
23.4

1

35.1

46.8
50.8
55.8

61.6
67.4
73.4
78.4

(Dale & Richards,23)
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We see that a rapid and serious decline of the alkaline reserve begins when the blood pressure falls below
80 mm of mercury.

This is coincident with a drop in the

basal metabolism; both are due to a circulation which is
inadequate to supply the tissues with enough oxygen for
their metabolic requirements.
The Ill Effects of Anesthesia
The deleterious effects of anesthesia received further emphasis during the War, and the responsibility of
the anesthetic for at least part of the poor results of
surgery on cases of shock was recognized.

It had been

realized previously that chloroform was very dangerous,
but ether was also found to be far from harmless (72).
Crile's experiments (1897) had indicated that dogs
could be killed by anesthesia alone, when given over a
long period, even though the administration had been
carefully done.

He found good evidence that chloroform

was more toxic than ether in this respect (20).

The rea-

son for the shock-producing effect of chloroform, as well
as of other anesthetics, is strongly suggested by their
effect on the capillaries; they have been shown to produce capillary atony (p.43 and Diag., p.109A).
Nitrous oxide and oxygen were found to be by far the
safest combination; Bazett says that with this type of
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anesthesia there is rarely any sign of shock to be
detected.

He found the clinical contrast between cases

anesthetized with nitrous oxide and oxygen and those
receiving other general anesthetics to be enormously in
favor of the former.

"The employment of chloroform or

ether anesthesia for severe septic cases with anemia, and
the keeping of the patient a long time in the operating
tables," he said, "are both instances of bad surgical
judgement.

It should not be often necessary to treat

surgical shock; surgical shock should be avoided" (4).
Dale found that ether anesthesia had a markedly
deleterious effect on resistance to histamine shock.

A

cat which had been given 10 mg. per Kg. of histamine on
the preceding day without showing marked ill effects was
killed by an injection of 2 mg. per Kg. after having been
under ether anesthesia for two hours.

Anesthesia with

nitrous oxide and oxygen had little effect on increasing
susceptibility to histamine (22).
The Theory of Traumatic Toxemia
The theory of traumatic toxemia has assumed a very
important place in our conceptions of the cause of traumatic shock, and it is this theory which is given most
credence today as being the nearest approach we have to
a satisfactory explanation.

It is a plausible hypothesis,
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it is supported by a large amount of experimental

evidenc~

and it offers a good explanation of the clinical picture
of shock.

For these reasons, I think it warrants discus-

sion in some detail.
Clinical Evidence.

The approach to the study of this

theory was from several different directions at the same
time.

In the first place, the circumstances under which

shock was most frequently seen to occur were very suggestive.

Shock appeared most often after wounds caused by

the impact of projectiles traveling at high velocity so
that their impact was transmitted laterally and produced
wide areas of destruction in the tissues surrounding the
actual paths of the missiles (Moon,48).

In these wounds,

muscle appears to be affected more than any other tissue;
it becomes a mass of dark brown, crushed matter, without
any evidence of vitality.

One cannot fail to be impressed

by the enormous destruction which even a small fragment of
shell will produce (Cannon,11).

In many cases neither

bone nor any vital structure had been touched.
Furthermore, it was repeatedly seen that isolation of
the injured area had a retarding effect on the production
of shock.

In many cases, improvement in the patient's

condition followed early amputation of a hopelessly mangled limb.

Other cases developed shock only after removal

of a tourniquet from a wounded extremity.

Such experiences
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as these led to tbe suggestion that a constrictor be
placed around a limb which obviously could not be saved,
and left in place until amputation could be done above
it ( 48).
Such observations as the association of shock with
small multiple or large single muscle wounds, however,
or the shocking nature of operations involving large muscle masses, such as amputations at the hip, could all be
explained by other hypotheses, such as that of Crile to
the effect that excessive sensory stimuli produced shock.
The appearance of shock only after removal of a tourniquet, in a patient whose condition was formerly good,
strongly suggested the formation of a toxic substance,
and could be less readily explained on a basis of stimulation of sensory nerves.
Quenu summarized the clinical observations of French
surgeons as follows: Secondary or traumatic shock does not
appear immediately after the receipt of wounds, and therefore is not due to a nervous effect.

Shock is frequently

well established before infectimn has set in; hence, it
cannot be of bacterial origin.

Everything favoring absorp-

tion from the wounded area favored the development of
shock.

It developed most resdily when the area of damage

communicated with the surface by only a small opening; conversely, when a large area of flesh and skin had been corn -
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pletely carried away, as by the oblique impact of a large
fragment of shell, shock was either slight or entirely
absent.

It was the experience of French medical officers

that early amputation or debridement of vmunds minimized
the absorption of toxic substances from the areas of injured tissue, and that delay increased such absorption to
dangerous degrees (92,a,b).

Quenu believed that absorp-

tion of toxic products wa.s the chief factor in the primary
development of shock.
The loss of plasma into the tissues, in marked contrast to the normal process of dilution seen in cases of
low blood volume, and the failure of fluids to be retained
when given intravenously (v.p.37), were known facts which
lent themselves readily to explanation on a basis of injury to and alteration of the capillary walls by a toxin,
but were not easy to explain otherwise.
Si~~ficant

Features of Histamine Shock.

Of great

importance in demonstr8.ting the plausibility of the production of a shock-like state by the action of a toxic
substance in the blood stream was the work of Dale and
Laidlaw on histamine shock.

These investigators gave

1-2 mg. per Kg. of histamine to cats under ether anesthesia
and produced in this way a condition whjch was indistinguishable from shock.

The initial effect was a steep fall

in blood pressure, followed by a rise which often sur-
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passed the original level; these changes occurred within
the space of a few m1nutes.

'i'here then began a slow but

steady fall in the arterial pressure; this continued until
a level of about 60 mm. has been reached, when the respirations, which have been growing shallower and more widely
spaced, usually die out.

Application of artificial res-

piration does not arrest the fall, which persists until
the blood pressure reaches zero.

'rhe condition of the

circulatory system found on opening the chest and abdomen
has been described on page 34 (24).
The condition of these animals resembles stock in mm.y
ways, such as the low arterial pressure, arterial constriction, loss of blood volume, concentration of blood, and
oecreased cardiac output.

Dale and Laidlaw believed, as

did Cannon, that loss of plasma into the tissues accounted
for part of the oligemia, and that much of the remainder
of the blood drained away into the capilJary network and
st~gnated

there.

They explained th.is as follows: "It seans

to us that, while loss of plasma and consequent thickening
of the blood, when they occurred, would accentuate the
tendency of the blood thus to accumuJate at the periphery,
the essential cause must be a general loss of the normal
tone of the capillary walls.

1'/e suppose that, under the

influence of large doses of histamine, this capillary tone
is lost throughout the body; that the whole of the poten-
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tially available capillary channels become simultaneously
patent; that the blood percolates into the network of
channels as into a sponge" (24).
This conception involved the assumption that histamine
caused a loss of capillary tone.

In subsequent investiga-

tions Dale and Richards found positive evidence that histamine, "and by implication the group of substances having
the same type of action," owed their effect on the circulation to their power of obliterating the normal tone of the
capillaries.

They concluded further that this "poisoning

of the capillary endothelium" increased the permeability
of the walls, permitting the loss of plasma into the tissues (24).
Experiments of Cannon and Bayliss.

As a result of

the evidence which had been accumulating that injury and
destruction of tissues were potent factors in the production of shock, Cannon and Bayliss made their well-known
experiments, which they reported in 1919, investigating
the effects of muscle injury in cats.

They pounded and

severely bruised the muscles of the thigh with a flat
hammer, seldom breaking the skin.

After a sharp fall at

the time of injury, the blood pressure remained level
for a while, and then a gradual secondary fall begins
and continues until the death of the animal--a pattern
very similar to that described by Dale and Laidlaw.

The
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respiration and the pulse become markedly accelerated
during the secondary fall, but later, as the state of the
animal be corr.es worse, their rate steadily decreases until
death (14).
As time passed after the traumatization, the muscles
underwent much swelling, and at autopsy varying amounts
of extravasated blood were found in the spaces between the
muscle bundles.

"In no case, however, was there suffi-

cient bleeding into the wounds to account, by itself
for the effects observed".

alon~

'l'he appearance of the muscles

was strikingly like that of injured muscles seen in shell
wounds ( 14) •
With slight variations in the procedure, several important facts were brought to light.

When the blood ves-

sels to the leg were tied and the trauma then administered,
no shock appeared; this was evidence against the role of
nervous factors in its production.

However, if after a

lapse of time even as long as an hour or more following
the trauma the blood flow to the leg was reestablished,
a fall in blood pressure to shock levels occurred just as
if the vessels had not been occluded at the time the muscles were injured.

This was strongly in favor of the

hypothesis of a toxic substance which produced its effect
only when allowed to enter the systemic circulation.
Disarticulation of the legs, with careful regard for

-----------

symmetry, and weighing them, proved that the local loss of
fluid to the injured area was not sufficient to account
for the effects produced.

This loss was found to amount

to only 11% of the estimated blood volume.
The effect of the depressant substance was apparently
limited and temporary, since if the tissue damage was not
too great the pressure might fall even as low as 100 mm.
and then spontaneously rise; and furthermore, a fall of
the blood pressure after trauma, even after it was well
established, could be checked by tying the blood vessels.
In many cases, it then rose to normal levels.
Massage of the injured muscle increased the rapidity
of the drop in blood pressure, presumably by adding to
the rate of diffusion of the toxic product into the blood
stream.
Finally, though the shock produced by the trauma was
not always fatal to strong animals, Bayliss found that the
balance could always be turned against them by the added
effect of a comparanively slight hemorrhage (3,10).
The Nature of the Toxic Substance.

The nature of the

substance which produced the depressant effect upon the
blood pressure in shock remained unknown.

Turck, report-

ing experiments similar to trose of Cannon and Bayliss,
concluded that ttthe phenomena of shock from all my previous experiments and clinical observations were shown to
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be due apparently to toxic proteoses formed by the digestion of injured tissues; that is, to 'shock toxins'" (69).
He prepared extracts of fresh muscle tissue, allowed time
for the occurrence of outolysis, and then injected the
preparation into the veins of normal dogs.

A large dose

thus given resulted in the death of the animal in about
three minutes, while a moderate dose produced a typical
clinical picture of shock followed by death in a few hours.
Small doses produced shock from which the animals were
able to recover.
It had been known for some time, in fact, that substances derived from tissues would cause symptoms resembling s::tnck when injected into animals, and would frequently cause death; peptones and other cleavage products
of proteins, bile salts, extracts of almost any body tissue, indeed, gave these effects (Moon,48).

A marked fall

of blood pressure after the injection of brain extracts
was reported by Vincent and Sheen as early as 1903 (71);
these workers also found depressor substances in extracts
of intestines, liver, spleen, testicles, lung, and others.
Whipple and his associates obtained a depressor substance
from loops of intestine which had been washed free from
their contents and then isolated by ligatures from the
rest of the bowel; injection of these solutions into animals gave a profound drop of blood pressure and general
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collapse.

Their conclusion was that death must result

from the absorption of toxic products formed in the intestinal loop (75).
In speaking of the substances produced by tissue disintegration, Bayliss said that "we naturally think of
histamine, or related compounds, wh>se action was investigated by Dale, Laidlaw and Richards" (3).

No satisfac-

tory evidence of the part played by any definite chemical
compound in the production of traumatic shock was submitted, however, during the War period; nor has any such
substance been convincingly incriminated up to the present
time, although recent work suggests that potassium may
exert a toxic influence in shock (v.p.87).
Acapnia and Fat Embolism Rejected
Concurrently with the important work on the theory
of traumatic toxemia, investigation of the respective
merits of other theories of shock was carried on during
the ¥War period, and several of these were proved to be
untenable.

I have already discussed the work which led

to the discarding of acidosis as a cause of shock (p.47).
Henderson's theory of acapnia was also considered,
and an abundance of evidence against it was found.

In

the first place, the vigorous breathing which according
to Henderson lowers the carbon dioxide content of the
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blood was never observed by Cowell at the front, although
he paid particular attention to the respiration of wounded
men.

Even the severe pain which Henderson considered to

cause the hyperpnea was absent in most soldiers immediately after their injuries (82).

Furthermore, in cases of

excruciating pain from other causes, such as in facial
neuralgia, there is not the slightest evidence of shock;
the same is true of the most extreme voluntary hyperpnea

(11).

Janeway and Ewing were able to produce shock by

intestinal trauma in dogs whose carbon dioxide content
was kept at or above normal level by means of a respirator
just as readily as when this precaution was not observed

(86).

Finally, typical shock can be produced by methods

which certainly involve no change in respiration, such as
injections of histamine or tissue extracts, or implantation of muscle into the peritoneal cavity (48).
The theory of fat embolism as the cause of shock was
likewise found insufficient to explain the known facts.
Blocking of the pulmonary capillaries with fat would be
expected to cause distention of the great veins and increased venous pressure, and experiments indicate that
such is indeed the case (Bissell,79); in shock, on the
other hand, there is always an early fall in venous pressure (Moon, 48).

The production of shock by intestinal

manipulation, injection of histamine, peptones, or fat-
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lowered body temperature, (b) lowered blood pressure, and
(c} diminished blood volume formed the sole symptom complex amenable to treatment.

The last two, they said,

would appear to be dependent on one another; these two
were treated sinrultaneously either by intravenous gumsaline or by transfusions of blood.

The lowered body tem-

perature was combatted by application of external heat and
by giving the intravenous injections at a temperature above
norm.al body heat.

The treatment of acidosis by the admin-

istration of sodium bicarbonate they found to be of no
practical value.
These authors favored the theory of absorption of
toxic products from injured tissues as a fadtor in shock,
but concluded, with an attitude of commendable reservation,
that "muscle damage could not be more than one of a group
of the unknown causes of wound shock" (46).
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also definitely favored th.a toxic t-'.leory of shock.
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thEt tha dil2tation of eplE:nclmic capill:ric:js and venules follo'1:ing visceral tri:oum2. we.s a local loss of

fl~id

to the tre.umetized araas (45).

The chief exponent of this

t11e~ry,

ho\L~v<::r,

,r.as

Blalock, v.1.o began hie long series of exneri:nents in

1927.

'£12 r::'9e::it;jd the cni_:scular trauma exp-;ri11ents of

C8rrnon cind Be.yliss, ~vith additione.l variations "to test
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the various tl.1e.Jrias which have been advanced in an ef-

fort to axplain the initiating agant in the

davalop~ent

of a. low blood pressure after gross trauma" (5).
A number of interesting concli"sions resulted from
this ·:.ork.

In the first -place, Bl:,lock states that he

was una.bl,e to reduce the bloo6 pressure to a state of

shock

1fii

thout tha lJss of enough blood voluind in to the

trau:uatized area to account for the declina; a loss

'\l',hich s::irnetim,:;s arnountecL to ne2.rly 50o/c of tha calculated r:1ooci VJlume.

He found ta.at tt1tHe was a propor-

tionately gr;3ater loss of ple.s.na than of red cells, accoUi.~ting

for the concentration of the blood.

The fai-

lure of Cannon and. Bo..yliss to note loss of significont
a.:nounts of blooo. we.s attributed to the fact tt1at tney
disarticulated the lags at tne nip before

weig~ing;

Elal'.)ck ciid a mh1-abdo.ninal a:upu ta ti on and split the
lovi:er half of thr'.3 boety along the rnidline, thus including in his weight differences the fluid accumulated in

the flank and groin.
Cc-rrnon and Bf,1.'li SS based tnei r

upon the fact t

ti on of a

l·~g

was remov3d.

'.1&. t

t')XiC t"l:leory nartly

no sh,Jck apueared aft er trauir..eti z a-

isolat.:od by a to1. rniquet until the latter
1

Eut ::::lalock found that the develop:n;;nt of

shock in such casas did. not require

t~1.e

frJm tie clxtra :;i ty, carrying with it the

r~t1_i_rn

of bl.Jod

suppos~d

toxic
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subst;mces, but orly the oat:!r::cy of t:1e f,;;.1L)r·al ar-

tery so

th~t

loss of

fl~id

int:) tha injured

tissu~s

tek e pl c:;c e; for tr:::unat iz ati :)U of s. 1 ~g whlch

:1ig-:1 t

v,as conetricted except f:)r t:'.lis art:::ry r-jsul t~d in

s'.lock..

Like Cimnon :::.nu Eaylies, -::ie f:nmci tht:t if 1:'-Jth

t·.'.l·e al'tery c.n('.;. t·ne v:;:;in ware includd6. in tha tourniqrn:;t no sh0ck .s.cpearcCl.; nc; attributed this to thd f0.ct

that accass of blood to tha t1ssu0s w&s prevdntdd.

Fin?lly, ha

octain~d

no fall in bl·)Od. pressura by the

trenefueion of bl:)0d fro;n s. shock:::<i dog into a nor 1:al
dog or anot:ier

shockdc~

dog, but

rat~L:;r

In cone 1 usi on, Bl ~~lock st a tee thet

give no s11p0ort to any of the

ot~'.ler

e;

rise.
i:-1}_

s exp-JrLnen ts

suggested causes

of Sl1ock, but they ara suggestive Df tl1e mschanisn of
shock ir.. wour..•::ls invJlving large :;uscle :nass=s.

He

adds t'i1at it is doubtful v:hethar the .7ff ~ct.s of the
"?n":'Sth ctic er:d tr-<?.u:ns of

surgi.~t

1

~;roc:;dnres 'i'.")l1ld

be

suffici 'n t to give shock o:i. t:ie bf:.si s of loc 9..l fluid

loss (5).
ParsJns and P--ia:11ist ar obt?in3d si r:.ilar rasul ts at
1

about the sa:ne tine;.

Prxiucing s-'.l.ock in dogs by tr9.una

of th; L::g, they found that

et

dr::m in bl 006.. pressure

was acco:aiJani ;;d by incracsad v0lu1:8 of the lLnb ::md
a."18:nia causad by
t~'lev

0

11a1:1orr~1aga

conclucieci that tais

into

ti1~ v~oun 1J.ed

"~Ln1or1°h2,ge"

tissu.::s;"

wes tne cl1iaf fa.c-
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tor in Ci rct~lat.Jry fe.ilure.

a toxic nrJduct; extracts
gave a

n~gligiblJ ~rop

T~1;y

fro~

founc~

no r;nridence of

the traumatized

li~bs

in blJJd pressure wnan inj9Cted

into normal dogs (50).
Vilson and RoJma inv'3stigateci the effc:cts pr.Jducoo.
by prol0ngecc constriction of
trau::na.

an extrd;ni ty without

Follo··ing r.:;lease of tha tourniquet a state of

ci rc1..cl~tory depression resulted, varying in sav =ri ty
'•tith

th-~:

l:;ngt11 of the constriction and inYarie.hly end-

ing in death if

th:~

latter vrns 1.Jnger than six hours •

.At necrousy, the leg was

swoll~n

al loss of part-plasma flui:',

and boggy, and a "loc-

suffici

~nt

in acnount to

nrobe:.bly er-use death," v:as de"nonstI·ated by
Thase inv:3stigators conclud sd
rater and plas;na

1

~:ir:)t'3ins

into

''··~ighing.

t::i.E>~t

t.:ie "" 1 thd.,.<:n•;al of

th(~

l::;g to proc'iuce the

swelling" 'Jlras tlle chief f&.ctor in c;:.using t.:1d inade;;uate cir·cule.tion (77).

They also found no confiT!aa-

tj_on of tha toxic t'.1;3-:>ry in the action of extr:?cts
fro:n tr:i.u!1atiZed. li:nbs; inj :JCtion of

t~1ese

int:J a nJr-

:nsl dog gavd no fall in blood. pressure, but rathdr a

rise (76).
Critique of

,~::;thods

Used.

The i,vork w'J.ich I have describ·::!d repr _;sents .:mly a
small part of t1.e inv;:;stigation don::: Jn t·Cle t'.1eory of
toxe:ni e and the.t of loc e.l fluid loss, but it will give
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so.ne io.aa of t:1e
direct-.;d.

alJng 1r;nicn t;1ese efforts \-;ere

lin~s

However,

.~oon

e :3pt the raeul ts of sue
critL'is:n,
~hich

~nd

'.1

points out that we uust not ac-

experLucn ta ti on c.s above

givc;s severc.l e-.a:nplas of inter;:>retations

are open to CJnsi6 er.3ble Puspici::m.

In tne last

experi'nents described, for instance (77), it is not poseff~cts

sible to s::;para.t•;; the

of actual ne:norrhage into

the tissues, resulting from tne tre.uma, from the stagnation and

incre~;,.sed

parn9a"bili ty which the &uthors are

d3sirous of de:nonstreting.

Also,

th~

failure to repro-

duce t11e eff::icts of sl1ock by tr"·nsfusion of blood from
a shocked ani rm:.l does not mean t".lat shock is not due to
tha action of a toxic product in

th~

blJJd stree.[1, al-

though it has been interpreted by several autb.ors as
evidence against the dxist~1ce of a toxin (Blalock, p.
68; Parsons and Ph~·:nieter, 48; 8,rd.th, 73, et al.).

The

develJp:nent of an acivanC::!ci.. state Jf shock r_;quires ;.aany
hours, and th::! fact that an effective quaLtity of toxic substance is not present in the blJo<i at on:j time
does not preclude the possibility of this ·n3Chanisn •
.And finally, the aneeth,.;;sia itS·3lf doubtless C)ntributed
to the "!Jicture in nany inetances; eff.3Ctive doses of
barbital in

tha~1selvas

sy:npto.ns of s"lock ( 48).

e.re often suffici:mt to give
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Neurog~ic

Factors in Shock

As I have indicated in discussing the concepti one 6 f
shock which wera held ·9rior to and at the turn of tl1e
last century, th,3 nJrvous factor as an explanation of
shock is practically as old as the recogni tton of its
clinical picture.

Aside frorn the early vag·ue ideas such

as "f"tm.Ctional concussion" or

"di~inution

of nervous

fluid", several well fJr,nulatad theories appeared; the

reader is rcf ~rred particularly to the views of Crile,
'lalcol~

and Boise (pp.

l~J8).

Vasomotor Exhaustion fro;:u S,msory Stimuli.
A.nong these tndoricis, that of Crile is outstanding
in having as its basis a tre:nendous am.ount of" painstaking

axp~rimental

years.

work extending over a p:;rioO. of twenty

His th::iory as originally proposed was t':.1at s:iock

rJsul ted fro:n excessive stLnulation of s3nsory

n~rves

by

w'.1at I have ref c;rrJd tJ in tl1is paper as "shock--oroducing factors "--nan 3ly, trauma, pain, cold, fear and worry,
etc.; and that the noc11ous or
thus

arous~d

"noci-c~"!Jtive"

impulses

led to exhaustion of the vssomotor centar.

He reported deg-'me,..a.ti vc changes found in the cells of
the vaso r1otor region and believed they V1;ere evidence of
t'riis exhaustion.

Ha claimed that al tho1Jgh a gen:;ral

anesthetic eff :;ctively prevented the affects of fear
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and pain from reaching the usvchic can tars during an
opers.tion, the noci-c·entive imoulses from

o~er8tive

s timula ti on w·are not prevented from exercising their
har.nful eff acts on the brain.

To exclude these im-

pulses, he advocated regiona.l e.riestb.esia or n'9rve block
in addition to

g~neral

anestn.:;sia, and stated that he

was miable to proci..uce shock by tro.uina to th:; protect::d r.;;gions Of ani:nals anestc1ctized in tHiS way

(;:~l).

However, I have founu in the literature practically no agree.nan t voi th any of tb.e vi eV1s expressed by
Crile; the vast :najority of the authors who :nention
his work take active issue with 1.is tenets.
described previously the evidence against

t~'le

I have

hypo-

th·esis of vaso'.1otor ex"haustion and, in feet, Crile
hi 111s elf ad?ni tt ed later t"tla t "this cone eption did n Jt
adequately ex-olain all the phenJrnena of shock" (21).
With regard to the cha.riges in

tht~

nerve cells which he

reported., th8se have bean c::mfir·ced by soma investigators; but others have denied. that they exceed the
11m1ts of nor 1al variations, and in any case, as Cannon points out, they are much less likaly to be the
cause of shock than a r asul t of the e.noxia which occ~rs in shock

(11).

Concarning the possibility of

har nful eff :.:c ts frorn i uouls:;;:s when
g.::n jral

e.nest~esia,

th~

animal is under

Cannon ci tas work of Forb.:;s and
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::.filler which shov, s that this do 38 not ,Jccur when tha
an;;sth.;sia is deep 0nough to abolish reflexes (11); and
sev~ral

wri tars

hav~ report~d

failure to pr0d.uce shock

in the an:::st:ietiZ ed anLual by hours of tr::'U ''atiz ati on
of the great nerve trunks (43).

on

hu~nan

patLmts,

"Ph.:;~nistar

Speaking of operations

and Livingstone state that

if henostasis and anesthesia are perf·:;ct, extensive
sti::ulation of afferent nerves does not seem to be pro-

ductive of circulat)ry e:nbarrassment.

T'.'ley give as an

exa:npl e the absence of shock in extremity opera ti one
under bloodless constriction and gP s-oxyg'3n

anest·~esi

e,

althoug1.1 excision, c'.'liseling end he:::ldling of tissuas
:hay be ext:msive and ryrolonged (52).

I t'.1ink we ara

abl~

to conclude, therefore, that

the the.)ry of nerv:Jus exhC1ustion hes

be~n

discredited.

Hov;ev::!r, this does n:)t diminish the i:n-cortance of
Crile's recognition of the part played. by tl1e
proo.ucing fs_ctors", alt11ough subsequent

"s~1ock

\,~ork,v:hich

I

will now dascribe, indicates a different ueche.nis11 for

thai r action.
f:ympatho-Adrenal Hyperc-"c ti vi ty.
A relationship between snook and adrenalin pro-

duction has long been considered.

In 1915 Corbett re-

norted the finding of a graatly dLHinished epinephrin

content of the adrenal glands in shock, and concluded
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tna.t shock wa.s

11

a co :1posi te ir: which

epirn~phrin

haustion anci Jligamia are pr:3dominant factors.

exAnes-

thesia, 9ain, fright end traur.aa are imr:ediate agents
in ur Jd ucing epine;::hrin exhaustion as well a.s shock 11
(17).
Baintridge and. Trevan were the first to report
r,~sulting

shock

Cannon, however,

from injactions of adrenalin (lfll7).
(1833), dismissed the adrenalin fac-

tor on the grounds that the amounts o+' this substance
us:3d to -Pr'.)duce

s~ock

vnre far in excdss of any pos-

sible physiologicel production and that vascular tone
was not dependent upon the production of adrer. . alin ( 11).
I have

describ~d

evidence that the

strongly constricted in shock.

art~ries

In 1917,

~rlanger

are
et al.

again called a.ttention to this fact, and suggestad that
a causative factor in snook was the r,:;duc.;d circulation
brought about possibly through the acti Jn of pain stimuli, and. of a certgtn ad1·:nmt of nemorrhage, on the vasoconstrictor

m~chanis::i.

They succeed.::d in

decr·~asing

the

quantity of circulating blood. 'by rather large doses of
R.drenalin injected over e period of nearly half an hovr,
but were not able to ·oroduce by stimuleti Jn of the vasocor..strictor center sufficiEmt vasocor:.striction to cause
shock.

Aft3r

sufficie:-~tly

larga doses of adT3nalin,

they reported, the arterial pr,.:;ssure slowly and st::;adily
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declined until dec:;.th occurred.
thought to be

~xtreme

the constricting acti

sl::iv:inf'.'.: of
.in

T'.1e c2:us3 of this was
tht~

blJod flo" from

of adrenalin on tha c>.rt :::ri:)les

:)f inter~st iL t:1ie com1:.;ction is the fe:;.ct that

(c.;7).

these inveetige,tors and nu,nerous others W'::re able to
pr~)duce

shock si1rnlv by ;nach1:1nical obstructi::m to the

circu'l.ation, such &s by partial occlusi:::in of the aorta
by a cla:,Tp for s:::vera1 1ours; in thsse axperi:lleLts,
hot~

ever, shock devel:)o.::d only af t:.:;r tna obs true ti on was

r e.11oved ( 48).
In 1933,

Fr0e~r.an

confiruad tht: e:.ction of sc.renalin

in lov;aring blJod V'.Jlu.::3.
edren&.lin at th3

adrt::nal :;'.l&nds in

By contin1:ous injection of

p:w si ologic e.l ra.t e of output
res~)Onse

f ro:.u the

to painful sticlluli, h;:; suc-

ceed _jd in loV\ering the ·blood. vol une as much as 2-7% in
tivo hours.

?reliminary arlministrati:>n of ergoto.x.ine,

which is known to block t::i.e vas:>constrictor action of
adr:;r!alin and tha sy;iroat:'.latic nervous systen, prevent·;;d

a drop in 0lood volume (31).
In order still furth--:r to i·nrilicate the sv'rrnathoacirenal systen in the Drot.ucticm .Jf this ve.,soconstriction, Freenan us :;d cats in which a state of "sb.e·,; rage"
had be:0n prJCiuceci t:iy daetruction of the cerebrcl cortex,
2s described by 0-=,nnon.

Such ani :ials are found to "dis-

play to a supre;r1e degree the p-'1.ysi '.)logic 01 p'.l::nO'.ri:=ina of
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rage, with le.shing of the tail, protrusi)n of the claws,
dilation of the pupils, erection of ths hairs of the
ba.ck and ta.il, rapid hee,rt rate, Tise of blooJ-:nessure,
and

gr:~atly

incr~ssed

secreti0n of adr8nin'3.

Th:: syrr.n-

atho-adrcnal syste,11, in snort, is stimulatdd in a natural manner continuously and excessively for two or
three hours, until the anim2,l succumbs" (12).

Freeman

found that this state was acco:npani :id by a decrease in
blood volume id.entical v.-ith that pr06.uced by adrenalin,
both fluid and cells being di:ninished; and furthermore,
that this was abolished by ergotoxine, though an increase
in the heart re.te proved that there was still an increased
s:;cretion of adrenalin.
Freeman offered the explEnation that
in blood voltime v:-as du0 to

t~is

incre<:s;~d C~-"-Pillary

decrease
perr.ea-

bili ty resulting from more or less as-ohyxia c::msed by
prol:mgec contrecction of t:ie a.rtarioles, and concluded
that "1'.)rolonged vasoc :metric ti ::m of i tP elf r-asul ts in a
loss of blood from the circulation."*

He considered this

Vdry significc;nt in vi;;;w of the fact that the "shock-

prod.ucing factors" have in connon t-'.1e p::iysiological ac*L~t me again call tne ra<•Uer' s a tt en ti on to the
views of 'A:alcoLn, probably based u·9on clinical observation but raiiarkable f'..)r their r;:;sa.11blance to this conclusion of Freeman. (p.17)
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ti:Jn of

sti~llulating

al systa:u (31).

hyperactivity of the sy c)c..tho-adren-

Pnother fact W'liCh seei:.s to ,ne to be

vary suggestive in tnis connaction is thd raised blood
pressure which was prasen t in wounded soldiers soon after their i~juries (p.30).

The Nature of Primary S1ock.
It see11S :nost a1'.Y9ropriate to consider prLilary shock
under the heading of "N aurogenic Fae tors", sine e these
appear to play the predo:ninan t part in its atiol :)gy, and

to atte:npt to clarify the relations1.ip of orimary shock
to sec::mdary sh::>ck.

Jccasional refer·3nce has

alr~~edy

been riade to t,1is relations'.lip in the discussion of the

deveLY9nent of kno·wledge concerning secondary shock (pp.
4,7,11,14, and 29); a review of these will rafresh the

mind of the resder concerning the essential features of
primary shock,

inch.~cl.ing

an

agreej;~nt

as to its itn•edi-

ate onset.
~Jon

statas that

"pri~ary

s)ock is interpreted by

most writers as ar:.alogous to syncope, a t;;npora.ry circulatory c1isturbance of vasomotor origin.
i:n.~1edi1:;tjly

aftar wounds, whethdr trivial or s;jrious,

and except iL the latter,
pected.
sig~t

It co:nes on

proa~t

racovjry is to be ex-

E;I1JtionEcl re=ctions tJ fear, -pain and. the

of blood are prominent

~xciting

factors" (48).

For example, it me.y be seen in the man with a perforated

pe-otic ulcer w'.10 drops in :nis tri::clce: (28); in a patient
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b.as received a vi ol~n t blJ''. on t~e abdomen (47); in the
soldier wi tb. severe !nultipl3 wounds, who sinks repiC.ly
and di es {18); and in the s Jldi er who is merely shot

through. the hand, snd recov,jrs quickly when w<Sr,ned and
rested.
T~e

very ro.picii ty v.1 tn

11.

i1ich the sy

;.:~)to:ns

of pri-

mary s'.l.Jc'k devel.Jp, Fishberg s2,ys, speaks strongly for
their ni;jrvous origin (;;;8).

This v:rit:::r acc:;pts as a

cause th-=l po,Jling of blood in tha s9la..'1c11nic &rec;s, with
consequent fe,ilure of the cerebral circulation resulting
in unconsciousness, as described by Goltz (p.14).

A

nu·nber of Jthere are satisfied with t11.is view, such as
Pl"l.lock (6), Dale and Laidlaw (24), CJonse (16), et al.
~foon

also favors a disturbance of vasomotor origin, but

sugg3sts Fr,3e:nan 's w:>rk on the sycnpc. tho-adrenal system
as a more ~robable ex0lanation (48).
Ph~,nister

and Livingston divide the causes of pri-

mary shock into (a) ?BYChogenic, w~ich oparata through
mental ecti-Jn on centers in the medulla, and (b) ne1:rogenic, through the action of aff er en t somatic or auton-

omic irrmulses
tient

w~o

rjsc~1ing

centers in the ..:nedulla.

faints when bl::iod is

dr,~wn

for a

The pa-

Wassar,;~an,

or whose blood prassure drops to snack levels from
fright during a
genic shock.

~inor

operation, is a case of psycho-

Exa.npl;::;s of the neurogdnic

typ~

are the
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aarly, rapid and al'·rming falls in blood pressure which
;nay occur in

ab6.:>:ninc:~l

Jpdrations.

Ti1ese wri tars state

that t11ese -prirnery r:::o.cti:Jns are orcdnarily transient
end of minor i:npo rtanc e, but rarely they •nay be saver 3.

They concluO.e that "PrLuary and secJndary shock should
be recognized on the

b~.sis

of difference in etiology

rath:c;r th8n di ff erance in tim~ of occurrence" (52).
Conclusions Eegarding Primary Phock.

According to the literature, as v:e have seen, the
neurogenic fB.ctors, v;i th the excention of the action of
trauma, nain, colci, etc. on the sy·n-r,-iatho-adrenal syst.em
as described

hy

Free.nf..n and Cannon, seern to play a part

in the etiology of only primary shock.

However, since

the prolonged circulatJry disturbonce seen in c.ri;nary
shock fallowing

S(3V ·:3re

wounc5-s, whatev jr its etiJ logy,

:nust CJntributc to the lat::r appe2rc:nce of secon6.ary
s'.1ock, tht: nervous el :;:n.:mt as a factor in
sh;)Ck inust still be

consid~red

s~condary

in this type of case.

In eumnariL- ing our kn owl edge of tae eti Jlogy of
primary shock, I may se..y that all the opinions I was
abl ~ to find agrsed that to.is typa of shock is of nervous origin, and the gr.::at :najority
y:ork of Goltz

e~Ypeared

s~id

only that the

to offer a satisfactory ex-olana-

ti on.
Tl--i.is exnle.na.ti"Jn, it seens to

is entirely ade-
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quatd in the C':ses of insignificc.nt and. transient circulatory collaJsa

to minor injuri0s; this type

inci2d~t

~

nri illary sb.ock 1 s not11ing mor 3 tt1an ordinary f&in ting.

It is not so 3r.sy to accent vese>motor rel'1xation as
th~

s.Jl;j c2ut:e of

t~1e

gr-ave and oft:::n fatal circulatory

col li::tns e which i ITLnc;di at ely fallows certain cases of s;;;;:vera wounus.
s ·:;condary
g'"'~de

These cases ar 3 olinic ally id en tic al with

s'1o~:k,

exceTJt foT tc1ei r eerly onset; t·1ey mav

1.nperceptibly into s:;c Jndary s':lock or t ley :nay

t-;r:ninate fatally within en J.Jur.

capt vr.sofo:::>tor

r~l&xation

I am reluctant to ac-

as th.:: sole and. entire cause

of t(1is typo:; of prim&ry s-J.ock v.chen t-ne
appears to

~~lc.y

s~:";~e

r ..:;laxation

n,:,i part at all in seconci.ary shock w>iich

t'.'.le primary ty-90 so

clos~ly

)n the uthar hand.,

resd.;1bl ss.

if it is true that the d.rfas tic

·'.::lffacts of such sevdre injuries ca11 qroduce c:, long-lasting s9lancnnic ciilatati.}n, tha r.;;sult would C<Jrtainly
be a situati;Jn in wnich the effective bl::>od. VJluma would
be lowered; and

t~is

would indeed lead to tv "ical shock,

though from a cause en ti rely differ.ant fr;Jm those o;::ierating in secondary s:1ook.
As an al t·3rnaM.ve explanation, we hav:3 Freeu1an 's
hy:)Othesis of hyperectivity of the sy,n0r:lth.O-ad7'3nal sys-

ten, which is knov.n to nrociuce a decreased bl:>od volume
under exrieri'n3ntal conditions.

This

~L})pears

to rne to he
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a more reasonable ex'.)lanati.Jn, c;artly because it is
probably a factor tn sec;Jnclc:try shock; I can see no
grounds for the com:non

assu~nption

of shock, which so exac tlv

that thasa two tyues

res.~·r;ble

each ot11er in every

way save tine of onset, shoulC1 he.ve di ff i::lrent etiology.
r!owever, the obs0rvations of Fraser a.71d Cowell
that blJod

pr~ssures

taken s.s early as possible on

sarious casi3s of -orimary shock in the War were alv:ays
low (see p. 30) seems to fav.:>r vo.sornotor paralysis rath~r

than Free.nan's theory as a cause of tt1i s ty-pe of

s11ock.
I may conclude that wa know practically notc1ing of
tcie causes of pri:Hary shock.

entire conc8ption of

vaso~otor

Fishberg s2ys tnat the
ralaxation as a cause of

this type of shock in man is as yet 1 arg0ly the::netic al,
and points out that the subject has been little investi-

gated because patients 1Js1;allv aither raDi<ily succumb tJ
-primary shock or recover in a s 1.0rt ti:ne ( 28).

Fta.ri bro

concludad (1c35) that the csrdinal re<:son for the symptoms of i:r:J,eo i ate s':lock has never been interpreted ( 67 ),
and in this I think we mey agree with him.
The Aciranal Cortical :1::>t'·none in Shock
V.1e have seen that tha part playad by adrenalin in

the proc .. uction of shock was dismissad &s negligible by
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C:_nnon in H?23, but that r::icant evidence indicates that
hyperectivity of th::: sy:n9atho-adrenal syst9m 11ay well be
a

factor in the cause of tha shock syndrome.
The v·:;ry closa rc;se:i:blance betVH:ldil the signs and

sy:r1:;:itoms of shock and t.'lose pr:.>duced by extirpation of

the adrenals, knJvm to be a result of corticstl horm:me

deficiency anci. n;Jt of adrenalin lack, led to a consideration of the cortical side of the adrenal question.

In

19;;;:6, Rogoff and Stewart r:::port:;d on the effects of adrenal ec to11y in dogs:

these ani:nals, they s:: id, may re-

main in good h3al th for
velo-om:3nt of
ly follows,

8

tine, but a rath0r abru-ot de-

charact~ristic

signs eo.nri symptoms in.:;vitab-

and ter·:'linat8s in death.

cong3stion of the viscera

Wc\S

At autonsy,

ne.rked

found (57).

Swingle and his co-v:orkers kept such dogs alive end

in p3rf=ct heeJ th by giving ther, cortical extracts (1?33 ).
'11.'h~n

vJlu

th.is
r:e

tr~at.r;e~t

wFs discontinued, a. fall in blood

2nd blooci. prassi..:r8 occurrdd and orogressively in-

c r ere~ sed lln til the death of the ani1nals.

He.noconc en tra-

ti on, increased. viscosity of tha -ol-)od and a nigh
cell count 'Jl.!·:;re pr:;sent.

r~d

"The ard11els a;1pcar to be un-

able to dnJw fluids b2,ck in to the blood stream; tni s
failure of nor ,al a.ih:tion is the essential point in unc 01m)ensa ted trauma tic s 'lock and in adrenal ineuffic i ancy.
The si.ailarity of ti.1e cardinal fe::aturas is t0u evici.ent to
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ba ignorad.

11

Thase aut'.1.ors consider th,,::ir

exp~rLnen

ts to

prov:::: that the functi::m of the cortical hor;1:i.on:j is the
r~gul8.ti::m

and 11ain tenance of a nor-Jal circulating volu;na

of bl;)od, e..nO. its lack causes loss of fluid. tnrough t.i.1e
capillary walls.

On tnis basis,

t.'l~Y

suggest that the

us :3 of cortical hor:nona in the trc:;at,rien t of shock deser-

ves investigation (68).
These experiments ?rovad conclusively that shock
following removal of the adrenals was not due to a lack

of adrenalin, but t0 c .)-;:·tic al insufficiency.
listad a large group of findings which

ar~

Swingle

co:1,1on to this

type of s'1ock and to traumatic shock; thase include all
of the important char~;ct.,;riRtics of both. (s:;e tabla, p.104~.
rrhere is one Luportant difference, hovrever, betwe::n

tr au na tic or surgic c.l shock and tlle shock

Sh~)Ck

develops wi t[1in a few hours after trauma

or burns; but when

t~-ie

dogs by

of cortical extrbcts is

inj~ctions

the develop_u;:;n t of a
qui r~s

s~vdral

ting f rorn

this is the late onset of the

cortical insufficiency:
latt.::r.

r~sul

pr;Jtecti :)fJ. of ad.r ~nc.l ec t;:>::niz ed

eev~re

ciays--an

discoLtinud~,

state of shook and death re-

av,~rc.gd

of 7 days, according to

Stewart and Rogoff (48).
L::>0n suggests tnat a possible exolenatiJn is the
hy,,othesis that one functiJn of the cortic2.l hornone is
to naintain the tonus of t''.le cE-1Jillaries and venules.
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1~n.en

C:lerJrivc:3d of t'.lis :1.or.non3 for a titi.a, or

c onsid:3r.s.bly

raduc~d

in quantity,

th~se

v;.:i~n

it is

vessels wo 1 'ld be-

co;.ae atonic and relaxad, Bnd would thon beco:ne abnJrnally
susc er.ti bl e to the ag ~n ts and c .)ndi ti ons which nrod uc e
shock.

Thus insuffici encv

the cortical '1.or ..r.on:; :night

:)f

cause shock indirectly by incr3esing

t~e

s~sceptibility

of the orgsni sm to sh.ock-nr.Jducing fac t·Jrs (4P.).
The cr;:;ciibi1ity of t':lis

!:ly-~·ot"'.lesis

is

incr'.3,~.sed

by

the nigh susceptibility to injurious agents and p..dverse
conditix.s in g::;n_oral which is found in ani'.llals v.hose
supply of co;·tical hornone
di son's di sea.se.

h'lS be~m

decre:: sad, or in Ad0

Such subj acts c..re ':1.yp .;rsu ?.ca·,:, ti bl e to

the acti)nR of drugs c:mCl. toxins; t.1ey are unable to witastanci extre ileS of te:uperatu:::-e,

cal procedures;

&"'lest,1etics, :uinor surgi-

t-:1cy succumb ee:sily to slight infecti:m.

Jind tcie sL.ails.ri ty of ti.1a signs and. sy'ri::to,11s of these
condi ti:Jns to those of s:1ock,

describ~d.

above, is

v·~ry

suggestive {48).
Sev,~ral

autl101·s h::::ve obser-ved ben cfici::i.l rceul ts

from the use of corticsl

extr~cts

in

s~ock.

Dr~getedt

c-nd his coll50ora.t..Jrs found tba+ tne sev,.:;ri ty of anaphyl act ic Bh·Jok in ci·ogs was dee -r :jas 3d hy t::ia 2dninis trs_-

tion of coctic;.:,l extrc·ct two to six hours befor::; the
shock v,ras -o:rJ6.uced.

If given later, &fter the sb.ock had

devel.Jped, 11 rtle irnprove:nen t was noted (25).

Perla
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likei"iit.<e found corticH-1 substance--desoxycorticoster,me

·nore effactive ccs er:J""''.1Y1' xis t''.1''n as tr

r1as

- -1

1l'ei 1 corrJ°bJra ted

of e:coeri :nen tal sh:Jck in dogs ( 51).
the

·~.tnent

cti '.),-.\ of these substances in preventing shock (74).

P'3lye o.escribed as "counter-shock 11 the ch(;mges which
anLn:~,1

occurred in an

s'1ock.

in the -proc ::ss of rc;CJV3:ry from

Cit:: found t'1 at adren:::.1 ~c: t.:>miz ed dogs in s\uck

required :nore

co:rtic~'.l

3xtr· ct t-J :JrJduoe

th<~£e

c-oun-

tdr-s11Jck phenox•ena tr.ian did nor .. al dogs in shock;
fror< t·'1ese reei..:.1 ts

sy,riot

LlS

h~

concl _:d..ed the.t "the signs and.
1

of shock &re at

corticc::l insufficiency.

11

le;c:~st

artly due to adrenal

(64).

Hc:;uer <.:·nd And.rue :nade

car2ful tests of tie pro93rties of

cortic~l

extracts in

shock produced in d'.)gs by injaction of extr cts from
closed in teetine.l loops.
injacted at the

s~:ne

ti~e

V'han t'1e corticel
as the loop

wi:,s

e:-:tr~-ict

extr~ct,

the re-

sultant s'1ock. WE-S nuch less sev3ra than in c-ontr:>ls.
When a state of •)rofound shock v.as allowed to develop
after t11.e inj

~ct ion

of l·)Op extr::1ots, net t 11er bl::>od

transfusion nor cartical

extr;.,:~ct

alone caus'dd any oe-

gree of imcro ~r3·r:ent, but a c J:nbination of the two pr.)duced "a J1<ukedly ben;ficial and even striking effect
in eventually raising tne blooc-pressure to

ne~rly

the

nor r1al l 3val and. :na.in t aining it, in r:J8toring the plat:;ta v:JlU,11'3

and pr av en ting the subsequent los:-: :)f the
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fluid el;;;z1cn ts of the blood, and tharewi th prolonging
life" (33).
All of the aut:1ors just quot ~d agree i.:pon the ben ~
fits resulting
snack.

fro~

'.)nly one of

the use of cortical extracts in
the~r.,

how3ver, even ventures the

opinion that insufficiency of tnis

~naterial

olays any

part in thd prod uc ti on of s lOCk; and nov,, here do v: e find
the expression of any ideas as to why tj_e cortical hormone might be lov: in shock or by what mech::::nis:n it
might prJduce detrimental effects if it w'3re insufficient.

We aTe forced to admit, then, that th-3 only

evidence thus far advanced in favor of : .: coTtical hormone fector in shock is (a) the fact that the sy~~toms
and signs of known cortical insufficiency are strikingly like those of shock and (b) the good r'3sul ts achi evad
with cortical hormone t".'lerapy; and not even the latter
can yet be S8id with certainty.
The Plas;na Potassium in

e.~1ock

The latdst work on s:i.ock pr3sents the hypothesis
that the synd.r.Jme is a.ccompar. . i::d by a rise of plas;na
potassium w:i.ich is to some extent a cause of shock, and
th!1t the

ben~ficial

effects of treat:nent with c.:ntical

hormone are due to the ecti::m of this substence in lowering the "Otassiucu level.

T~J.ie

is the first

.~vidence
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of a rassonable exolanation of the imnrovements which
have resulted fr,Jif1 the use of corticcl extr"'cts in
s11.ock.
Zwemer and Scudder (1~38) raport that tb.3ir i'.11-pression, "based on thousends of

r~otassiu~n d:~t3r·nina

t1one in a number of ani:nal s·::iecies and ma-.;, is that
ple.sr;.a potassium is ra:·11arkably constant and difficult
to alter for long,".but that despite t'his appa1'ent
stability, increases :nay be exp3cted sfter sevore tissue da:r1age or extracellular fluio. deuletion--that is,
in situations such as those w 1ich la ad to shock.
go so far as to suggast a

rel<:~tLmsnip

They

b:.;twean the po-

tassiuJ1 level and the '.listamine-like substance released
'by tissue injury--now gen'.3ral ly tsr:ned

"'n'

for they s t8.t e that "It is probahl e that
e.n Lnportant

'9:'

substance";

pot~,ssi

substance always available."

U'n is

Thus we

hav8 a definite substance suggestdd as being the long
sought "toxin" of shock (78).
Scudder states that a ris8 in the plas'na -pot!"ssiu11 level has

b<;~n demonstr~~ted

by a nunber of authors,

in various kinds of s·1ock, whether pr;)duced by tissue
abuse, loss of fluids, hemorrhagt1, inj ectio'!'ls of tJxic
substances, destruction of the ad.renal cortex, anap'.'l.yle.xis, or various int3stinal .1anioulati)ns or obstructions.

qe stresses the point that t:11s al ter•tion of
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notassiu:n is onlv one of the varie.blJs in s·1ock, but
that its incraase S3rves as a measure of call injury,
t~1us

tending to parel::..el the s:::v

;Ti ty

of t:1e ch;:;.nge (60).

The acco1t:pBr.ying te. bla shows th;:; chang3s in the

1).)tassiu;ri leve2. in sevarcl of tne ex;:ierLnents of Zwe:nar
and Scudder:

Cat
No.

In i ti al 1? r oc ed ur ~ us 36. to
K, cng "f.
Dr)O.UC•3 shock

3644
364·J
3630

-.:,7. 5

K in s '.lock,

3631

20.2

Tre·UJ1a under anytal
S·::!v,3re tr~:1una c 11
J ej unal lo.yp
aJ Cill streng'd loop

:;713

22.7

:CuJdanJstomy

3639

31. 8

f':uodenal obst:ruction

G2.l
37. 5

TLne of

•·n""
e'.1 al.
I'

survival

(;:.A. 7; no s 1ock pr .Jduc ed.)

36.5

4

hr~.

39.3

14 hrs.

66.6
44.8
39.7

30 nrs.
3 days

'.7,1 ' .
..,;::0.1:iYS

(7 8).
It iR not9ble thBt in No. :3644 trauma to 'b·.Jt.'1 legs
failed tJ nrod.uce shock.

Al so, in several exnerirnen ts

·wh:?re reneated small a:nounts of blood. were

d:rE~vm

t11e cc-,t

quite stable

dL~d,

the potassi.un

le'.~el

ren2in~d

until

until the blJod pressure dropped very low--to aromd 4) .ng

--snci on' y then dio it show a rise; and th;; blood specifie grCLvity, wnich before had been dropping as dilution

occurrd6., than beg:s.n to rise, indic a. ting beginning concentration.

These ooints indicate the ralc:_tive stabili-

ty of tne cotassium leval (72).
In the

nor~al

state, it is

is v:e;ry little potaseiun in the

~~11

known that there

plc:~sJ~a

-or

t11,~

intersti-
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~h~re

tial fluid,

pr3do:ninan t.

In

sodiuo is tha catiJn which is vastly
t:~e

call fluici, on thf:l

nand,

ot'1-~:::-

the reverse is true; almost no sJdiu:n is pres,mt, &nd
a great rnaj ori ty of th;;l c c;,ti on is

~,o

t&-ss i

A simi-

U;n.

ll" r relationship axists betw.:i-::n the one-cell8c_ saa al-

ga Valonia and its environ:nent, 'Ild )stern.out

prov~d

that this call dias when th::.i concentrati n of nlasma

in the wat::.lr ie
(8~).

)f

r~ised

to equal that of tha cell fluid

interest 1n ttlis connectLm is the '1.ig~ con-

centrati )n of '::-.Jtasstun which is found in
surrot:nding injured nusclcs.
1

th~~

fll.;id

tlo d efini t;:; conclusions

cen be drawn from thes8 facts, but they

aT'3

ot la"lst

sugg:etive of the -pe>ssibi11ty that ch·nges in this relctionshi? :n<•Y accompany or ev·3n

(6)).

c:us.~

tissue injury

Z':':31ler ~md Scudd-~r stat:; ths.t "81.nca a :naTked

incren_sd in extTc:c:;llular K is injurious t·o

cel~s

and

injurad cells lose K, a vicious cyc:e 3nding in death
may be initiated if the plasma K is allowed to rise"

(7 8).
Scudder po in ts out that pota.ssi u n is knovm to be

a t::lxic substo.nce, and that
rninistar~d

to ani:nals will

rele_tiv~ly
ce:us~

cieath.

si.&11

dos~s

aci-

An incree.se

in this ion first sti•nulates all tyoes of .nuscle, then

pa_ralyzas it as the concentration beco:nes hig'1.er.

Ju-

bert e.nd Dehn (1874) o'bserved in dogs that ~i;all doses
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caus~d

a rise in blJod pressure while larger amounts

ceus3d a fell.

Kledber~ (1PJ3) noted a fall with intra-

venous injection of less than 3 11g per Kg (6:)).
Scud6.er gives tha bl;)Od findings in j7 cases of
shock in hu1fi8ll pa.tLmts due to 1peration, auto and other
accidents, burns, etc., and says there were no survivals

in tho::::e cases having an increase in nlas,na 1otassi um of
over 1JD1c or a decre&se (se;isis) of over ;;;,5~,.

For the

V';hole gronp, however, al though ;nany were .nori"cund and

':lad feiled to res ond tJ tha usu.al

restorativ~

lle: sures

of transfusions, oxygen and saline, he obtained a survival re.te of 52% by treat~nan t with cortical extract and.
saline; these results he considers encouraging (6J).
The facts presented t1.us fer,

then, are as follov;s:

(i) A ris,3 of plasu1a potassi u:ri is one of the phenomena
of shock;

(ii) cortical substance ben3fits C88e8 of shock

end. lower.; the l')<Jtassiu'.n

l::;v~l

in th38e Cr->ses; and (iii)

remova1 of the adreea1 cortex gives a '.licture identical
w1. th that of trc:.umatic shock.

(F.)r t11e truth of the lat-

tar part of ii we h2ve only the stat.::.n:3n ts of Scudder;
the rest B~Jpear well v . ::ri f i ed).

In addition, it has been

clE·.Lnad that the nor .. al func tL:m of the cortical hor;none

consists of regulati1n of the blJod volume

(p.83).

These f ec ts suggest anotn.::!r angla of EtDproc;ch:
is, does the cortical

hOrillOild

play a part in

th~

that

ragula-
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tion of :)otasstum 1uctabolism in the nor.,.al animal?
Cone arning this question, the v ::>rk of

z.:. emer

and f'ced-

cier indic8tes that ootassiurn regulation is a f1Jnction

of the adrenal cortex, ano. t.:iey st& ta that t:iis cone epti on is rec :3i ving increasing sup .1or t (78).
1

evidence can be ace epted,
relations~!

v:~

If this

then nave three separate

".'.:lS, v1hi ch I will atte.nrit to eeiow graphic al-

ly by the ecco rrpanying diagram:

Cortice.l
hor none

;/-""'""-------K
a\c

r'!:lock

metabolism

(a) ?ota.ssium lev3l is high in shock.
(b) C::ntical 1.ornone is beneficia1 in snook; its
absence resu1 ts in a typical nic ture of shock;
and it has been claimed (p. 83) that a nor:1al
functi Jn of the C;);'tical hor:nona is the regulation of the volunL of circulating blood.
( c) Corticc:.. 1 hor:none plays a part in potassium
metabJlien; an6- 1 t lowers the potc:·sPi urn level
in shock.

Thas:; intarralati.:mships are so sugg3stive of cause
g.r,d eff set the:,t thay ce!'tainly cannot be ligL1tly dismis-

sed.

:::>ur kno•.lliladge of this sucj cot is still far from

co.a;<ldte;; we still

'hav~

no indicLtion

w.:iet~v:::r,

fJr ex-

ample, as to vvny the sec Teti :m of the cortex should be
de:oreas~d

in shock--if, indeed, it is decre2sed.

I think

i t is not too .nuch to hope, h::lwc:3ver, that addttL:mal w-Jrk
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along t.J.is lind will substantiate the

vale~

of c.Jrticrd

cone e'.lti or.s of t n.e nature of t'.li s 91'.l::mo11enon.
Pers~)nal

Com.uen t

The di8cuesi)n of recent wo:rk :.::m the relc:·tiorshi

:i

1

of cotsssiuJ1 2nd the ac,renal horrione t:J s1.Jck br:ings

to a

c0nsideratLm of the

close:~ :r;v

thus far been offered 1n
pl axing 'Jheno.H::n,::>L.
its 112ture sine a

curr3d

'foch has ceen

gr·~at

the var.

~uring

c:c~'-)lanati,.Jn

int~r;:;st

:1ign ol tch by "the

t~Jori::s

V'.hich have

of t1is truly ner-

L~arn

ad cone erning

v;as first stimt:'l;;,ted to a
nande~uic

Jur

of s:1ock 11 which oc-

kno~l~d~e

of the gross

hodily changes 1Hhich rroduce t'.1.e pictu:re 0f saock. nay,
I t'link, be sa.id to bd fairly sati sfact-:.ny; at cr1y
re..t·e, t1.ey afford a :rational ,;;xpls.ne.ti::m of
ci::l :-·ictuTe.

Concer;:iing the

fin~r

t.·~e

clini-

p;Jints, 0articul&.Tly

the T)ssil:::ili ty of arreeting th8se cnang 3s, we know
1

V:':TY

little.

The gresit
tion of the

djsG.civ~ntage

natu~e

of

s~ock

in:-isrent to a considerain a pauer of

t~is

size iA

that it 'Ilust of nec3ssi ty be inf1uenced "tv the conch;si::>ns of t'!:ls vrit;3r.

fee too
"iOt1 Jd

ext~r:.sive

st:ch

r--

T'.1e literc.ture on the subject is

tJ n:;Jrmit e. CJm.,...,lete "bstrPcti-:m; nor

c::mc\ensad version be en ad-a::,uat.;; tr3at:n,er:t
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of the st1bj ect.

fo .... this rc:ason, I have chosen to

accept the work which saemed to off er the b:::st ex"'lanation of ths fe.cts, &nd which v.as

gan:~rE,lly

accredited

by the cm t'1ors I have r :::ad, and to consider this '-'-'Ork

in co:.n"".:ere..ti ve detail.

I believe t:i.is has resulted in

c.. .•ore inter,ssting discussion,

eJ1d certainly one :nore

informative of the rnetho:i s of investigation which were
used, thsr:. :ny atte:npt at a ;nore c::>:n.plete abstracti::m.
Thus no at t-3 a~)t has be::::n .nede to present suf fici ant inf or1aa ti on t

J

all ow the rec:der to drsv. his ov.n

conclusions; this is especi&Jly tr·ue of the negative
side of the question, in wiich I have dismissed V\1 th

sc1";mt fornclity the vie':S of S'JCh mi:Jn :=s Cril8 and
'1>nderson, vrno wo!'ked f :n
of shock.

For a no: e

iIW.ny

conpl~te

years on th::: Droblems
consideration of the

individual the)ries, the reader is referred narticularly to the books of Csnnon i:md N~0on (11, 48).

si:;CTI)N VI

The principal

t~13ories

regc:~ro.ing

the nati.:re of

sh<J•Jk v.hich had been f:)r_:iulated bv the end of the wi::,r
ara as followE:
1.

1n ni bi ti on
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~.

Reflex ;:iare,lysis of

v~.s-:):aotor

3.

v~somotor

4.

Fat embolism

5.

Acid.Jsis

6.

Acapnia

7.

Adrenal hyper- and .o.yp0ac ti vi ty (ad.renal
J1edulla)

8.

Vas;)c.>nstriction and capillary congestion

9.

Trc.u:natic to.xe.nia

exhAustiJn
sensory stimuli

t~rough

center
excessive

I have already rej acted t:ie fire.t six of these, and.
d:=sci'ihed v:hat I t'.1ought was the ;nost c:mvincing

against tcie:·u.

·~y

opinion, bc:sed

JD

~videnca

what I hava r;::rnd in

the li t3r& tw·e, is that nJne of thase theories affords "'
eatisf act.:)ry explanati:::m of sh-:Jck.

The last thre8 of

th~se

t·~3ories

have th.ei r coun-

t3rparta in the pr:jsent c0nccnti n of shock.
of traumatic tox

~mi

The t-1.eory

a is at this time the explanation to

wn.ich we Cf.n give gTeat::st credence; as far as I know,

no f a.c ts at variance wi tn. t 1i s tj_e0ry have been con vineingly

demonstrat~d,

has servdd to

and :::m the other hand, :nuch evidenc':l

corroborat~

it in late years.

Im dUitor-

ial in the American Eedical Associati:::m Journal, 1933,

stat es that this theory is

11

a satisfying explanati :Jn of

the ganesis of sn,ock 11 , ano. ti1a.t 1 t

ex,;;lains all the
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characteristic features of S(lock (.;J6).

Tn~ sa:ne ;aay

be said today of many casss of snook, al thoug~1 in a
s s.all er nu1nber of cases v.nar d s·,1ock d.evolJps aft er a
ralativdly slight wounO., Toxetda eee':ts to play little

:Jr n J part as a c au sat i v e f ac tor.

are two:

the concepti·.)n of adrl3Ilal cortical insuffi-

c i 3ncy end Free:n<m' s 2ypotbesi s of exc es si ve sy-npa t'nJadrenal activity.

Tl1e latter also

r~oresents

planatic)n of t·1e "vasoc:.metricticn e.nd

an ex-

c~rpillery

con-

( e. g. ·11alcolm, n. 17) but n3v.;r giver.. a rational basis.

wnich r:;!cei Vdd its

gr-:at~st

sup::·ort from Blal0ck, and.

have aopeared, so t'.lat the prefiant list of t:1.eories is

as follows:
1.

Trawaatic toxeillia

d.

Local loss of fluids

3.

ay ·,.)drac ti v l ty of the sy Jroa t'.lJ-adrenal
system

4.

Insufficiency of adrans.l o.Jrtical hormone

5.

Elev~tion

of seruill uotassiwn
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I hava givan tl1.es::: in the; ord.er oi' the seci..1ri ty of
the 012.c::::s they occuc)y as co.usati va fecC t:ns of s:1ock;
traumatic

tJx9~·11ia

is acca)tec by averyon-9, whil;:3 t·ne

elevatiJn of serum pot:=issiurr.. is new and un".'.lr.'J11en.

The

evidenc·3 is stronglv in favor of the conce1ti)n •)f sy:npat'.1.o-adrenal .'.lr1')eractivity, l.,ut it c::>.nnot as yet be
acc.::rr)t·3d c.s

~

".)rov~n

tlL:'Jry.

T·'.1.at loPs of fhiids in

and about the injurdd area '!'.)lays a C)ntrilJt1 torv "1art in

lovtaring

blood volum3 in at least soma ce.ses of

th~~

s1ock is, I t:'11nk, well esta'blished.

~Jon

says, in

t2is conn::ction, t8.Rt "any loss :Jf hl )vd end fluid is
of

i:n~'ortance

wh·3n Ci rculat'Jry d:;fici 3ncv thr:jatens,

and local loss is a ;uajor· factor in

c:~rt~tin

instsncas"

(48).
As regards the hypott10ses of cortical
suffj_c:l.ency and seru;u O;)te"ssiuJ1 elevation,

n:Jr:".".lOne

in-

tl1.ey find. a

olace in a list of "acceptable the:Jries" only b•.3C::iuse

they

repr~sent r~ew

in which no

anu

-~·otentially

discr~1:iancies

pr.).t.ising evioence,

hav"::; as yet been dtsCJ';er::;d.

Thay will bes_r watching, but

re~~ui

re the test of a

great deal of furth3r investi gati :m befo: e th-::ii :r actual
~orth

can be evsluated.
I v;ish t·J effr;i_1asi.z e t".lat in rej ecttng certein

theories of t'.1.e cause of s2ock I am not disregarding
the

v~lue

of the contributions to our knowledgd of
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shock which rasulted fro.n tha investigati::ms of the r1en
~p~o

propos:;d thes8 theori.3s.

Credit is due to all of

thes:3 'PJrkers f;)r the oarts thev 9layed in advar:.cing

the knowledge of this nroblen to its
It is evident
kn:Jv,·ledge we cr.nnot

single t naory.

t~at

pr~sent

status.

in the present state of our

ex~lain

s;1ock on the basis of any

T:ii s fact is emphasized hy a number of

recant writers on ta0 subject; Frazier stateB that
"~'nen

so ,:1any theories are ad.vane c:d for tl1e .explic.na-

tion of a condition, it is generelly conceded
one ti1eory can be accepted" (3J).

t~at

no

It is qui ta prob-

able tnat the factors which are Ct1i·:::fly

res~)onsibla

for

ta.e development of shock under a given set of circwn-

st2.nces may be considsrably di ff erant fro:u those w.1ich
ceuse i
rno~e,

ti:;

appearance under '.Jther condi ti Jns.

Further-

a gi v~n c : :. s e Qf shock is :nore :Jften the result

of a. combination of factors t:.1ar:. :)f one ceusa acting
alone, as was observed r;:meat.jdly during the war.
In conclusion, therefore, althongh w:3 have learned

a great deal regarding the
its

mech~:mie.·n

natu~e

of tha

s~ock

syndrome,

and its be'.lavior, I still ;nust admit that

our concections of tha funda,nanta1 cs.uses of s<:1ock are
as yet largely hynothetical snd

unurov~n.
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8ECTIJN VII

At th1 s point it is desirable tJ bri ~fly sumrn.ariz ~
the established facts C=Jncerning s:iock, encl. t'J -Jffer an
ex9lanatLm of its a.eveloprc,ent.

Since :uost Jf this

material has been considered previously ana. the fev; new
facts inentioned are easily understood--are, in fact,
al:nost self-evident--on a basis ,of

evidence I have

t~1e

alre:::_dy presented, I a.n abla to dispense wi t-,1 all but
a mini 'nu.in of explanation in this section.
_S_ho_c_k__
i_s _o_f two

varieti~,

primary and secondary.

The nrLnary type appears almost i1n •.aediataly aft.ar inj l'ry, e.nd hence is thought to be largely of nervous

etiology; it is usually ternnorary, and is char.ea tari stic of (a) very severe injuries and (b) co,nnarativaly
tri vt al inj 11ri ::;s in subjects of nerv01_:s
natl.~r:3s,

H

"high-strung"

where it is comparable to syncope or c0llapse.

S'3condary ehock appears :::mly after a 'natter of hours
following t'b.e injury; it is a reBul t of several factors,
which are :.1ore or less C.)ntr0llablt:.

An imp.)rtant

characteristic of this type of snack iE its tendency to
progress to death becaus::; of the development of a
vicious circle of tissua anoxia and capillary atony.
A di,ninution in the venous return to the neart is
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the funda1uental disturbance co:naon to all varieties of
shock.

decr~a.s

T.1e cause of t:1is is the

,d volume of

blood in circulation; a d.acrease both in tne actual
v)luue, hy loss of flt:id tCl.rough ca-oille.ry walls, and
in

t~e

effective volume, by dilatation of ca9illaries

and V'3nules and stagnation of blood..
shocked part tJ assimulate fluids

a part in diminishing the blood

Ina~ili

doubtl,~ss

volu~e,

ty of the

also -:;:ile.ys

as does loss of

fl1!.ids by sw·ee.ting and voini ting.

The "lost blood" in shock is loca_ted as follows:
(a) In the capillaries and venul3s of the
extensive visceral arees;
(b) In t 11e tissues of the sarne areas, in the
form of edema flu.id of high protein
content;
(c) In the traumatized areas, in similar

fOrm; and

(d) In the s :lrous c avi ti es, in th ~ f or'n of
effusions of 'ligh ~not"3in con~ en t.

It is not in the arteries, w:1icl1 are str::>ngly contracted, nor in the vdns, wnicn are c,.)llapsed.
The heart remains conpete:::it; it has been well
es tabli s~1ad that shock is not 6. ua tJ :ny JC arcii al f ailure.

Fishb~rg

f av,Jrs the tdr,11 "p~rip:icral circula-

tory failure" for shock, to empriasize ti1e extTacardiao
origin (28).
The volume 0utput. )f the heart is greatly dim.in-
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isi1ed, but this is an inevitable

r~sult

r '3turn and 1 s not due tJ

cmcy of t":1a -:1eart as a

ineffic~

often exceeding 14) uer :nin.

.)f lov1 venou=>

TJ pa,rtly c::> ::r)~nsate f ..)r

the less:3ned bl·,))O. supply, a gr;:0t;:;r- nart of the oxyg-:in

is

Td

:;ovac3; hence tne oxvgen c.)ntent of venoue blood is

fueion increaqed
Tn3

(28).

v~s)mOt'.)r

c•:mter re ains active,

;::"~d

Haintains

a state of markeo constriction in tha bl::>Jd vessels,
pay ticule.rly tho s a of t ne sol anc1.nic and ")3ri rheral

areas.

Fa.ilure of this center nevar occurs in shock ex-

c :;pt as a t.,; rrn in al ev ~n t.

early stages of snook, but
low,n~d.

in

s~vere

shock.

~

na2. r1y always ,r:.o.rk;;;O.ly

It is ,.aintc.ined in the face

o:f low bl·.)Od V.)lu.ne on.Ly by the activity of tne vc.so~otJr

c~nter.

Fo~

~his

reason, the blood pressure is

not an adequa t•3 ind.ex of the presence of

s~·.)Ck;

it :nay

rassed circulation (Roome, 58, et al.)
A fall in v ::moue -oressure is a C'.)nstan t

-- - ---

:nen t

a.cconvani-

of s :J'lrere shock, and, a.cc Jrding t.J .nanv observer e,

uracedes t::i.C? drop in arte!'iBl ·oressu,·e.

neri '.;"her~l veins
needle.

r~a..'.{

Th~

collars,:;d

e it vary diffici.::l t t.) insert a
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A ra:oi6.,

"thraady 11 pulse is tv"'iCB-1 of sevar.3 s':lock,

and r;=;-:uJts fr:)m the circul~'t;nv cJn:5itions ji._~st describeo.•

In advanced stages of shock, it is often i:ncossible to

;:c;rmaabi~.ity

Capills.ry dtlatction and increasad

c:~re

c:::used by inju:rv to the car·il1aries resulting from a
co:r1binE~t1.on

·9r Jciu.cts.

of factors suc_1 as trau.me, CJld, c:no. t·Jxic
As a. conseqL.h::nce of t'.lese chc:.nges, the blJod

1

stcc.gnat.;;s :i.n the

ca~:·illaries

ana unoergJes ne1.o..Jconc.::m-

tTation hy loss of flui6. tnrougn tneir walls; thus the
actual bl:)oc:, vJlune is Ci.1minish3d anu the vJlu:ne of
blood in effective circulei.tion still ;nore reducc;a.. Vhen
this results in a droy of arterial pressure to
the

11

belo~

crj.tical level", tha tissues can no longer be ad-

equat~ly

su:Jpli·;Ci '!Ii t'.1 oxygen, end ar1Jxia results;

the

snoxia itself is productive of c2nillary diletation e..na
per;:ieahility, er1d t 11us a vici')Us ci-rc:,e is

c-r~atad.

8overe shock is cher2cteriz ed by failure of the
nor.i1e1 nrocess of dilution and inebility of the vascular ch::-mnels to
result from
prolong~d

th~

for a

rat~in

added flliicls;

oar:illary injury when seriJus or when
conei6er~ble

langtj of

Incre:c:sed cJnoentrati)n of
the loss of fluids t2rougn
c :.mt ~n t of

thes·a c::mcii tions

ple~s ,aa ~ro

t~1e

ti~e.

bl:Jod results fr:;m

ca~ill2rv

teins o.nu. Jthdr

walls; the

eoli~s

in tnis
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fl-:1id is less tnan thc-.t of the iJlas
ti on of

t~1ese

,~a,

so the c;:incentra-

substances in t'.l'j bloJo. Te .,sining in t11-::

vascular· channels is incr;3esed..

This is T.anifested by

the f ollov1ing C1.engas in com LOnly :hade blood. deter .r;ina-

tLms:
1.

Increc:s e in t '.1e ery t :.uocy t .3 coi.:m t, esp.::ci ally of capillary bloo6., as described
previ ·)usly.
Inc132se in v:ilu;n::: of ua.cked cells, ner
'.:1.c~;nat:icri

t.

3.

Increased hemoglobin content.

5.

Increased specific gravity of plasma and
whole blood.

6.

Increueed viscosity.

Thesa indications of hsrnoconcentration are a
:1ore relie.'ble

gi_,idi:~

.12. the

a·~-oearence

~uch

of sh'.)ck than the

fall in blood 9ressure, since they occur consid:::rably
earlier then t·ne latt'3r.

T'1.ey :::r3 also t'1e -orinci;:al

Cl'i terion in the diffardLti c- ti on betwean shock P-nd hem-

-- --

orrhage; it is well known tna.t tha concentratior. of the
blJod is d-::creasad in h3:.-.or:rbege by abs-Jroti:.m 0f fluid.
from

th~

tissues int0 th..: bloJ-:i.

This critarLm is of

practical val 1.:: ~, sine e shock and. hr.::.nn·1 h~;ge have :uany
f ~at~res in com~on end their diff~rentiation is frequ~n

tly of clinic al 1,ncortanc e.
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The most c . mstant fin6.ing iE the:t ti1e skin is .•mcr1 coloer

but the latter also is vi;;ry frequently low, 3s-oecially
if exposure to C:)ld was a factor in the oroductL:in of the

shock.

The ce_use of this is twofold:

of heat is di:ninished,

(a) The production

owing to th9 dirr.:.irJished a<aovnt of

oxygen available b3cc>.use Jf the d-screc:sed volume flow of
blood, and tne resultant low3ring of the basal rn.atabolism
which is prssent in sev··:tre s'!J.ock; ancl (b) the loss of
he(~t

is increBsed becEtuse the profllse perspiration fav-

ors cooling of tha body by

e~,ra:;ora.ti

:m,

e..nd in many

cases bacausa of exnosure to cold.
Certain other factors are a')parently a dj_rect result

of the inefficient ci rcul ati on.

The <:iCid.osis of shock is

acc.Juntad. for by inad.e;.:,uate oxygan su:Jply to the tissues.
Acidosis a'_•pec::,rs w!ler:. the blood' ?rcssure is
lo7,

Tc~c.l.uced

be-

t'.le crj_tical l:::vel, c:nO. this is c.lso tn-Lt:l of the re-

due ti Jn in basal :uetabolis u; v.;e W:)1JlCl

d7~pect

tnese

tVJO

factors to ar,pecir si ,nul taneously, since b,Jth result from

ine<iequate su-r:•ply of oxyg,.m to
out-out is
----'"'-"-

th~

tissues.

Th~

urinary

dirninisi:"led in shock, s Jm.:3times t::> the ooin t of

-

comnlete anuTia, yet the epecific gr0vity of the urine
is not raised; this

co~hination

indicates kidnev

da~age,
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sun ly.

T·:i.e non-"notein ni tr0gan c :::m tent of the blo,)d

is often

c-Jnsid3ra~·1y

elevated.

Ti.rn 'blood chlorides

are c:Jnsis""ently depl,3ted.

It is C)nV3nient to divide cc:ises ::>f s:1ock into
three groups on t".'le basi R Jf clinical observation and
these a1·e ter nad (i) .2.2!B:,-

reduction in hlood voluna:

nensatzd, (ii) partially co:anensated, and (iii) unco:nnansated.
Certain

11

s11::>ck-nro0_ucing factors 11 ; na.r.aly, trauma,

pa.in, wet, cold, f,:::ar a.r.. d

"'~ntal

&nestt1:;sia and o;·erc.,tion, favor
saccmc.i.t:~ry

ar1guish,
ta~-;

exl11~ustion,

de·dlO'.)n;:;nt of

s:uck, or increo,£.3 the ssri,Jusness of shock

which is s.lra06.y present.

Tc.1is effect is in diract

procortion to the nu:uoer ::if these f acto_rs which are acting, the sdverity of aGcn, and the
they ex,:;rt tnetr influ-ance.

relRtionshiD

li~s

ti~a

during wnich

The significance of this

in th\3 fact that these sh'.)Ck-or)duc-

ing fact)rs are largely prevantebl3.
The role of

c "'~'.not b:::

he,i10:-rh~ge

ov~rem'0hasiz

ed.

in tti. o;; nr.Jc; uc ti )D of s'.1ock

It is avid en t t'.1a t sine e the

essential fe:::tu:a of s:1Jck is a dLnin1;tion of circulating

blood v0luna, any direct loss of bloo6 will accantuate
the cor;cii t j .)n.

Becvliss f:n.md tl.at if

"ff1J.scl:;

trnu:;a

failed tJ ·nr16.uce s:1ock in !.ea: t'lv 02,'.:s, t:'.le add.i tione1
eff.::ict of a. slig:1t h3110T·-11age alw~ws did so (3).
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I have included this table because it demonstrates
the striking similarity between adrenal insufficiency
and shock and shows at a glance the main clinical featurea of the two conditions.

Conditions Existing in Adrenal Insufficiency (Animals)
and 'rraumatic Shock (Man).
(Swingle, 68)
Blood volume
Venous return to rt. heart
Cardiac output
Rate of blood flow
Blood pressure
Venous pressure
Condition of heart
Heart rate
Weak, rapid pulse
Vasomotor center
Vasoconstriction
Erythrocyte count
Hematocrit
Hemoglobin
Blood viscosity
Hemoconcentration
Ability to dilute
Basal metabolism
Body temperature
Alkali reserve
Blood N.P.N. and urea
Urine volume
Sensitivity to painful stim.
to cold
to anesthesia
to hemorrhage
to trauma & operat'n
to infect'n & toxins
Use of vasoconstrictor drugs
Forcing fluids

Decreased

"
ti

II
It

"

Apparently normal
Increased
Present
Apparently normal

Present
Increased
II
ti

II

Absent
Decreased
II

II

Increased
Decreased

"

Increased

"
II

It
II

Ineffective
Beneficial
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Fina1ly, shock is no longer reg:nd ~d as excllrni vely
rs nh.ysi')l'.)gi.c&l disturbance.

C::mtrsry t::> the ::>pinions

of t'.1a ee.rly investigt':tars, we find. et O,)St-m.:>rte:r; definite path·Jlogica1 changes which ard adequate to account
for the death of the: patiant.

v:idening c:na

;;ngorg~·uer:..t

T'.clese c:msiE:t of .::normots

of the ::r.tire str::;c-:.:. bad of

tJ.e capillarids 2nd venules in ext.ensive visceral arac:s
including the lungs, liver, kia.neys, c:na
end s-.jrous surf cc es of the

al anci urinE;ry tr:: cts.
tnes3 tissues.
ede~uc.t01J.s,

ras 1 ~•iratory,

t~1e

nucJse.l

gastro-intestin-

Tn:::re is often marked ede.ria of

The nucosa of the bowel is congested 2.nci.

resent.ling purple velvet.

Severfal new

~Y~'):)theses

are sup•:-orted by recent evi-

dence v·:1i ol1 anpears ve,l id e.n.d has not yet been r ::!fut ed,
and these deserve to be provie.i;:mally included in this

PrJbably the best v2rin.ed of these is t'2e statet;en t of Freeman that th3 vas;)c )nstricti n in shock, f ::>r.narly gen Jr all,· considered as C)mp•3ns8t Jry to the di mini shed blood volume,

its3lf a causa of
T~is

is so narke6 as to constitute in

decra~sed

axcessive constrictiJn,

ty hy::;erEctivitv

of the

blood supply to the tissues.
Free~an

b3lievas, is caused

sy:::)~tho-e.6.renal

sy,,ten.

Rac:mt vork iridicat-=s tnat t-:ie ad.T.:.mal c.ntical
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hor.(,one plsys a part in s:l..)Ck, anc.l is v8rv ">:)ssibly deficient in shock.
b.)th as

&

Tnis substance se0ris to be ben ;ficial

or,ventive

and in t:13r0py.

i:11::E1.s'l:I0

2cva.6.er and ::>tl1 ::;rs fine.. that tha s ·;:irun potassium
1 ;;vel is elevat.::d ln slucl:, c>..na suggest that this sub-

stance .nay be on::: ..Jf tne t.)xjns
Scud.dar believes that tne

jury.

cortical

~ormone

by tissue in-

liberat~d.

tc:n~ficial

effects )f

in shock are due ta the action of

t~is

substance in lowering the ;:iotassi um level.

The necrie..nics by

v:hic~

th3 circulation bec:) Y!8S de-

ficj_ 3n tare not difficult t'.)
the known f

EcC

ts.

·'..Jon points

ex·~lain

01:t

on the be.sie::: of

th?t the funda:11an tal

cone ;:;ot of "an 1m.c :m1pansatad disparity between the volun~

of blood and tha V·Jlume-02.oaci ty of t!'le vascular

syst::;:n" .nakes the c:rcul:;t;)ry deficiency
and

t~1at

understand~<.ble,

the cs.1.:.se of th:i.s disparity liss in t'.\O groups

of factors which usually operat-: in combination:

I.

Tb.::>s e factors 'IJlihich reduce the vol U:il:; of blood.

Loss of blood by hdr:C1or::'hage decreeses the blood volune
directly.

T:ie dec:rease .nav develop indi:tectly by the

trimsudation of ·olasma through :;ndot'riolial walls Vihose
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pdrmea.bi li ty has been increes ed 'cy any of the agencies
v<'.liC h aff c;c t cc.pi 11 aTi es inj uri 0usly;

transt·.ds,t ion f row

the ca1)illari,;;:s of the eAt'3nsive visceral

ar~ss

is

d.:.>1Jbtless of chi ,f i.1.portanca, but local loss of flt'.iC.
to the trau;i1atized ar,:;a is a signif:l.cent contrPn:t.Jry

factor in at 1 ~.a.st some ca:: es of shock.
and

Vlh1i

?arspirstion

ting alig.nen t the de:'ly6.ration still further.

II.

Those factors whic·n increase the

aci tv of the circulatory svste:n.

volum~

cap-

The fee tor of Drime

i nnortanc e her 3 ts capilla.ry a tony.

T':'l.e .,otenti al

vastness of the Cet'.>illary bed has been 'Jr;)vo::d by Krogh,
who found tha.t ekeldtal ;m.:scl.::, for instance, wz_s provid::id v;i th a

ca~-'illary

su~)plv

adequats for .naxLnum e,c-

ti vi ty, e.nd teiet the number of these V'::lSt.'els whicl1 are

op.;ndd.

1,:~::i

is gr3atly inc·,,eased dt;.ring a.ctivity.

During

T,::;st, )Il the ,)t:1er ~1and., 0n:y 1/2) tc:) 1/4) of the capill~ries are o~en

to circ~Jation

(41).

·L.))n states

that t1.e capill2.rias of to.e skeletal :1msclJs
sLuul tan,::;ou8ly

Jpen~d.

to

fill

alon~,

if

av .::rcige cii ameter of 8

micra, 111,oulci c:mta.in about five lit3rs of blJoci (48).

Tha 9ot;:;ntiel volu:ne of the capills.ries of Jther

ard&S

is probably cor1pare:hle to thc..t of the arnscles; for exa:trtil a, it is well knovm that the blood. suoplv to the

int0rtinal trect ie g .;,atly i.ncreos-;:;d during digestion.
Unci3r the 1.nfl uenc e ·::>f any agency \''hi ch aff :::c ts
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CE":Ji11ary eno.otJ.3liu.11

inju~iously,

tha cl)S:;d Cec'.)illc:"ries

in an area quict:ly '.)pen to n:n,ial or

m3ters.

suDer-nor~1al

dia-

T'1e v·o11:1e-cape.ci ty :Jf tha v2sc11ler b,.:::d in that

a!' ea is inc r-:le,f:>":d s ever9.l ti::es; thee a widen .-:>d c anilleri ee

"~it~draw

the blood from circulation like a sponge

abs:Jrbs wat8r."

T'f-ie venous r "t'l.'rG to the heart is re-

duced, and wit:1 it the volua outnu.t; and as a result t'.1.e
tissues suff

~r

from anoxia.

With t".le developm·ant of aruxia, what ·nay be called
the rrLnary vici::ius circl:;; of s'hock is eetabJished, for

anoxia in its elf is known to c::rJduce os.pillary stony and.
permea'cili ty.

Krosh fJt.md that an:>xia gave a. d,3fini te

increase in 1)er:neebili ty in t::iirty ssconC:s, end i -:-reversi hle stasis in f'i ft ;;en ad nu tes, in the v1.Jb of a

frog's foot; other exoerLnen ts produc::::d dilatatLm or
incr':!ased pernec.1bility :n bJt\1 (41).

i:rlenger et al.

found. that the tissues of tne liinbs s-i·)Wed a .11c:rked en-

gJrg::n:::nt following the release of t,3.11p0ro.ry arterial
obstruction (4?).

The anoxia itself, theref:ire, main-

tains end accentuates the veTy factor which caused the
oxygen deficiency--n::«n.Jly,

the decr::2sed volu:ne fl)W of

blooct; and this in tvrn sti -1

furth'~r

incre::- c::;s the an-

oxia.
T'lus we

s.~e

that whenever th9 blood vol1..i:n3 is re-

ducsd to tlle noint \..'here ar..oxia arineare, '.:<"e have estab-
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tand~ncy

lisr1ed the well-knoYm

deat~1,

gressivelv worse i1ntil

for shock to becYne -::Jroby t'.1.e o·::;e,·ati::m of a

vici.ous circle.

T"le
~~ich

cal~sa ti

ve factors of s·:1ock a-t e the a.gen ts by

develo~~snt

the

of the vicious circle is initiatJd.

Thus toxic products of tissue injury, regardless )f what
t"hese substances ,nay be, l'.)roduce
end per:neabili ty, and the

is

stE,rt~d.

on its way.

ce.~.illary

of the blo:)d v'.Jlune

6..Lninuti~n

The

dile.ta.tion

"s~ock-prociucing

factors"

probably owe taei r action to tna 9re>duc ti )Il uf sy .1.oa tho-

E<Clren al hyperactivity, according t.J Freer1an (p.'76); t:."1e

resulting excessive vasoc0nstriction decreases the blood
supply to the :;erh;.'.lera.l and vi sc ar2,l ar a&s,

tending to

givs ca· )illary an.)xia si.i1'.)ly by .nechanice.l obstructi·Jn
1

1

to the circulati)n.

The factor

:Jf

colci hae the aci6.i ticn-

al eff9ct of a. direct action in relsxing ca"f)illary walls
(Vr')g~,

41).

The

:~2rked

vasJc::mstricti)n, aJt'.lough it "".)T:)()e.bly

plays a !JC.rt in th:: urod1-1CtLm of an:>xia of the

a1 tise.usis, is still t'le only
i;reSSU1"6 Cot1ld

me~ms

~~eri

by v:•':ich the 'bl ):Jd

c;)SSibly be rr.ainte.ined hig'1 enough to Rup-

'.'ort li f::? in tb.:: presance of the low blood volume.
cdv~rting

areas t:>

t.'18
th~

p1:1er-

blood fro

r,

t:1.:;

By

D3rinhersl and sr.Jlancnnic

heart and central n8rvous syste:n, it ;•rJYid.es

a blooci. supplv to th::;se vital )rgans.

Its function,
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DIAGRAM
OF TRE
VICIOUS CIRCLE
IN SHOCK
- - - -- ---- - --(Moon,48)

OR CONDITIC1Ns INJURIOUS
TO CAPILLARIES
AG:B~NTS

CAPILLARY A'rONY

TISSUE ANOXIA

THE

N'lENTS

PATBOLOGY

Permeability
Stasis
Hemoconc'n
Congestion
Petechiae
Edema
Effusions

REDUCED
BLOOD VCLUME

BEMORRHAG-E
Loss fluids

REDUCED
VOLUME FLOW

SYMF-ADRENAL
Hyperactiv'y
Adrenalin

REDUCED DELIVERY
OF OXYGEN

OR CONDI'rIONS INJURIOUS TO CAPILLARIES

Clinical

Ex:eerimental

Trauma, burns

Muscle pulp
'i1issue extracts
Burns, trauma
Obstruction to
bowel
Peptone, venoms
Bacterial products
Bile and its salts
Emetine and other
drugs

Extensive surgery
Intoxications
Drugs
Metabolic
Bacterial
Serum disease
Abdominal
Obstructions
Perforations
Peritonitis
Pancreatitis

Histamine
Anarhylaxis
Narcotics; barbital, &c.
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UQ6-Jt.1'bt~dJ_v

the:r·:;fore, is

nore or less c·:::irn::>ensst:::irv, and

acc.Junts for the fact that trie bloJd nrassu:e is us 1 'eclly
not grc;atly lov:erad until t::ie sJ..JCk i8 varv sav :re.
There is, of course, a li.1iit tJ t1is

ut..3t'1Jd

of c.J:n-

p:;nsati::m, and wn;;;n the cc>_rdia.c Jt:t·ut falls below a
cer~ain

indafini td a::iount the blo:xi pressure bagins to

6.rop in s;::)i te of me,xi al vasoc mstriction.

Tnis raeul ts

in anoxia of the vital cent..:Jrs in the mo::dulla; the vasomot.:n center fails anCi l:Jss of vascular tone Viill occur
as a

pheno.nenon--but never in tne early stages.

tar~inel

The rt:s·iratJry centar· fails, and breco.th.ing ceases.

The

het:trt is still

to

eff:::ctively, f,nd :nay

be~1 ring

C)ntin1_1 ~

do so after the blood uressure drops to zsro.

failure of

res~iration,

CJu~se,

Jf

With the

death soon follows.

T:1us we see that the :necl1anisru of 9;1:>ck could be
c or.DI' e·'.1end e::3

on~

y

af te--· t1:1e

tween cani ll 8ry a tonv
strated.

~uality

:l0)n states,

1

·:roc&l rel a ti ::ms hip be-

tis sue anJxi a n.ad been demon-

The s;::nsitivity Jf the

to 0.xygcn lack,

ating

c:~nd

r~ci

11

ca;)ill~,ry

endJth3liurn

·r:·rovides the s;:;lf-perpetu-

in tha cycle of death."

Ji.any clinic al f eo. tUJ.' es s ucn as ra;i d f

Ha believes that
~:;bl e

pu1 s e, Hi ~1-

-poc ra tic facies, vo,r1i ting, depressed renal func; ti on,
cir..;l·latJry colla;_:'.lsa, cloudeci :nental state an.6. final

semi(;O'Hatos<:: cono.i ti:m, ·which are cmr"'on to snock <::1.nd.
to the "tox3:nia 11 of ;uuny sevore 1Jat10logical cona.itions,
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are -or;Jbatly m;Jr;::

ano~dc

than t;Jxic;

sL11ple anoxe.da

f ron1 any c eus a will ci. UI)li~ ate all of t::i.as e f aatures •
.b )ll :r.eaeons t:.1at the 1.ec:J.=mi s.11 of death in shock is

not

diff--;T~nt fr.)ill

causes; in

th~

t:1at of de0.th fro1:i ot.1:r natu::al

forn::r,

an.Jxia origi:is.t3s r3-)id.ly con-

sequent to capillary a.tony, wnile in t:1.1e latt:::r it :nay

occur

11

on1-y as a t ;r.ninal factor inci<ien t to deficiency

of a vital organ or function" (48).
Thesd anpe&-r tJ ne to be logical conclusi::>ns;

t'1ough they have not as yat bean
ce~)t·3d,

subst~tiated

al-

or ac-

t':J.ey at least show the :nodern tendencv to think

of sh«)Ck in rational t3 ·ns r".1.t'lar tll':1n as a rnvsterious
1

~md

··nt sunderstJod "Jheno nen:m.

Sll:CT!)N IX

Up to thts -point I nave givl;jn little indication of
the wide vari aty of cond.i ti,Jns in whicn saock may be expect8d.

TTaun1atic or wound. sc1ock vi;o.s t,1e subject of most

of the investigation during the war-, ana post-·war VV.)rk
t,mded to continue along the
I will

no~

briefly

consid~r

in orda1· that t-:ic: read.er may

SE.:ne

lines until r:3C;dntly.

shock in its clinical
a;::inr~ciatc

si tua ti .Jns in which it :aay occur.

as~ects,

the variety of
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Shock follovdng_ ace id.an ts, surgary, .:2.!:_

11e,~n11oraage:

be 9;c;sily un0.a:rstood on thd basi8 of what I have
said of s1uck.

alr3a;.:~y

The basic Ce.uses .)f s:J.ock f')l '._::n':"ing ac-

cidents or surgdry ar;:; the sa11e, and include the "shJck-

nroducing fact)rs" of tissue injury, oain, fear, cold,

surgery intraduc3s the added effect of anesthesia.
'.Jrr'1age al.)ne will ca.iJ.se
ity,

s~-i:)Ck

if of st fficient sevdr1

si11-:oly bv ths dirsct nrod.ucti:)n of anoxia;

raBr)onds very

fav~.>r~'bly

;-b:n-

this typa

to rer lace11ent of bl.)OO if c:.one
1

before th:; vici.ous circle is well establisb.ed.

Prolonged vomiting .Q.E_ dia..rrhea, rdgardless of its
cause, will produce s:1ock w.1ic!.1 is
s~1·JCk

v;i t'.1 traumatic

ces of dahydriition.
of the

blooc~,

practic~::i.lly

id.enticel

excc)t for :u.ore ,_,r.:mounced. eviiienTn8 clinical -:icture, concentratLn

etc. , ar.;; ty:_:;ic sl.

The di :ninuti .Jn of cir-

cu}.ating bloJd VJlu:ne as a. pa.rt of tll.e gen >.ral dec1yci:r:::tti :m has been s 1.JV1n to be the c e.use

J1:

s iock in such c .:n -

di tions, anci. larga volu:n9S :::>f salin.:; gi>.ren Jntre,v9nouslv
'_·."'.,r·'u~uce gr~.~.t b""n""fit
v
~
·-

.,J

-

-

Diabetic

-

(•:;::::)
"'-' _ _.
•

'JC idoei s,

if

Ruf fie

1 en tly

pr~)tre.c

t :}d,

:1ay

produce she>ck; the usual sequence of 3vents is for the
r2Jck tJ develo-p after a f3\' de.ys of na:rtial or deep
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of the circulatory deficiency.

In such cases, insulin

may bring the blood sugar down to normal and clear the
urine of ketone bodies and yet the patient may go on and
die of circulatory collapse (28).
The shock-producing effects of injur!es to the abdominal organs are well known; military surgeons agreed that
circulatory failure developed most rapidly and severely
in those whose wounds affected the abdominal viscera, and
exposure and manipulation of the intestines is a most
effective method of producing eKperimental shock.

Intes-

tinal obstruction, especially if strangulation is present,
frequently results in circulatory collapse and death.
There appear to be two chief causes for this: first, the
loss of fluid by diarrhea and vomiting, and second, the
production of a toxic depressor substance in the closed
loop of bowel (48).

Whipple and his co-workers present

strong evidence that such a substance is produced in isolated loops and gives toxic effects when absorbed (p.58).
Visceral ruptures and perforations frequently give
rise to shock.

This may be an immediate collapse--primary

shock--or a gradually developing, typical secondary shock.
The degree of shock may be so great that the patient dies
within a few hours, before evidence of peritonitis has
appeared (48).

Cope compared the sudden intense irrita-

tion of the peritoneum by gastric or intestinal juices to
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the sudden scalding of a skin surface; each produces intense pain sometimes accompanied by immedie..te syncope or
circulatory disturbances of vasomotor origin (81).
Peritonitis frequently gives rise to grave circulatory failure.

The familiar peritoneal facies, Fishberg

states, is that of shock (28).

Cope observed that "In

cases of extensive peritonitis secondary shock is seen in
its worst form" (81).

Stagnation of blood in the dilated.

capillaries of the enormous peritoneal surfaces, as part
of a typical inflamma.tory process, is probably an important factor here, and extravasation of plasma into the
peritoneal cavity may also be significant (28).
Burns will give typical shock, especially if a large
area of skin is involved.

This is the most important

general manifestation of severe burns.

If over two-thirds

of the body surface is burned, even though superficially,
fatal shock usually ensues.

The diminution of circulat-

ing blood volume is extreme, and the blood shows a degree
of concentration acarcely paralleled in any other condition; the viscosity is considerably increased.

These fac-

tors produce the diminished venous return which characterizes shock.
Blalock and others have demonstrated that local loss
of fluid by exudation in the burned area, edema, and blisters amounts to a high percentage of the blood volume.
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The plasma is lost almost unchanged through the damaged
capillary walls in the burned area (28).

Visceral con-

gestion and other evidence, however, indicate that absorption of a toxic substance produces permeability of capillaries in visceral areas, causing an additional important
source of fluid loss from the blood (48).
SECTION IX
CONCLUSIONS
1. Although we have learned much concerning the
physiologic and pathologic changes which occur in shock,
and the phenomenon has lost the veil of mystery which enshrouded it before the War, we still know but little of
the causes which initiate these changes.
2. The essential pathology is a loss of tone and an
increase in permeability of the capillary walls, caused
by injury to the capillaries, and resulting in stagnation
of blood in these vessels and transudation of plasma
through their walls.

The volume of blood "in currency"

is thereby decreased, and the blood pressure falls for
this reason.
3. Thus shock, in broader terms, develops as a circulatory deficiency of peripheral origin, caused by a
decrease in the volume of circulating blood and consequent
failure of venous return to the right heart; and resulting
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in a supply of oxygen to the tissues which is inadequate
for their metabolic requirements.
4. Since tissue a.noxemia in itself will cause capillary atony and permeability, it is evident that when the
circulation becomes deficient to the point where anoxemia
appears, a vicious circle will be established and the shock
will become self-perpetuating.

This accounts for the well-

known tendency for shock, when once established, to become
progressively worse until death in spite of any treatment.
5. Many explanations for the initiation of the decrease in blood volume have been advanced.

Those which

appear to merit our acceptance at the present time are the
theories of (a) capillary injury from traumatic toxemia,
(b) local loss of fluids to the injured area, and (c) hyperactivity of the sympatho-adrenal system.

Any or all

of these may cause shock; the relative importance of each
seems to vary in different cases.
6. Shock is a condition which results from severe
bodily insults of many kinds.

'rhere seems to be little

point, therefore, in trying to differentiate between surgical shock, traumatic shock, burn shock, etc., other than
to indicate the cause, since the end picture in each case
is the same.
7. We are not yet in a position to offer any specific
therapy for shock, and severe cases still defy treatment.
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For this reason, it is important not to wait until shock
has become established; we should anticipate its onset
and think in terms of prevention.
8. Recent work, however, indicates that potassium is
possibly the long-sought toxin of shock, and that adrenal
cortical hormone may prove to be an effective treatment.
If this work is corroborated, it will be the nearest we
have yet come to an understanding of the fundamental
nature of shock.
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